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December 21, 1936

Honorable Charles Ha Martin,
Governor of Oregon,
Salem, Oregon

Dear Governor Martin:

Submitted herewith is report of a comprehensive survey
and study of Oregon's wild life resource and the problems of
wild life conservation and management in the state. The report
presents numerous data on the principal species cf wild life in
Oregon and their habitat.

Lack of scientific research on''_ adeTate funds have
prevented effective wild life conservation in. he past. How-
ever, if Oregon is to escape the fate of cthcr sta.es whrse wild
life has vanished, conservation measures should be teen immediate-
ly to perpetuate this resource by placing it on a sustaining basis.

The Advisory Committee on ''Wild Life submitted to the
Board a number of recommendations dealing with wild life conserve..
tion. The executive committee of the Board has carefully considered
these recommendations and submits herewith those which have been
acceptede The remaining recommendations of the Advisory Committee
on Wild Life have been referred to special advisory committees and
to other agencies for further study and advice before action there-
on is taken by the Board, as sot forth in the report.

Sincerely yours,

Ormond R. Bean
Chairman
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Submitted to the State Planning Board

by the

Advisory Committee on Wild Life

Recommendations Accepted by the Executive Committee of the
State Planning Boardfoi subMision to GovernOTVartirj--

1. The change from the present method of administering Oregon's wild life
resources to scientific management requires a definite sequence of
procedure. Some of the necessary steps, however, can be taken im-
mediately as outlined in the report and recapitulated in the policies
recommended below.

To obtain constructive action for solution of our technical wild life
problems, the Oregon State Game Commission should set aside an area of
sufficient size as an experimental game management unit, or units,
which will include big game, fur bearers, upland game birds, and game
fish. The Commission should be assisted in this experiment, directly,
or indirectly, by the several public agencies concerned with Solving
wild life management problems, i.e., the U. S. Forest Service, U. S.
Biological Survey, U. S. Fureau of Fisheries and the Game Management
Department of the Oregon State Agrii.ultural College, with funds and
loan of personnel. Each federal or state agency should accept respon-
sibility for that part of the plan in which it is directly concerned.

As soon as a workable pier, Ytas been evolved the entire state should be
divided into management units which should be so administered by the
Commission as to utilize the resource on a multiple use basis and not
for the benefit of special groups of interests.

The Oregon State Fish Commission should establish a similar management
unit for commercial fish and shell fish. A suggested outline for an
experimental unit is included in the Deport.

2. Pollution of streams by industrial and municipal wastes should be
eliminated or reduced at much as possible.

The Board's Advisory Committee on Stream Purification is
studying this problem and preparing aLreport describing
measures which should be taken to reduce stream pollution
in Oregon.

3, A limited license law for big game control should be enacted in Ore-
gon similar to laws now in effect in Utah, as described in the ac-
companying report.

4. The State Game CommlJcion and the U. S. Forest Service should care-
fully study the Davis Creek area in Deschutes County and obtain an in-
ventory of the number and range of White -tail deer; the area should
then be made a state game refuge if the study shows that this would
be desirable,



5. The Oregon code on wild life should be amended to include a provision
which would automatically make the Oregon code conform to the feder-
al wild life code whenever changes are made in the federal code.

6. The federal government should regulate commercial fishing and the take
in maritime waters adjoining the state of Oregon, for the purpose" of
preserving the fishing industries and fish resources of the state,
especially restricting the practice of off-shore trolling.

7. An international treaty should be made extending maritime boundaries
of nations so that the jurisdiction of the United States will extend
over the fish resources and fishing industries carried on or to be
carried on within 1.00 miles of present land boundaries of the United
States.

This recommendation will also be referred to the Washing-
ton State Planning Council and the California State Plan-
ning Board with the suggestion that a joint resolution be
presented to representatives from Washington, California
and Oregon in Congress, urging the creation of this inter-
national treaty.

Recommendations considered by the Executive Committee of the State
Planning Board and referreTfor further study before acceptance or
rejection by the Foard:

1. A method be devised to members
on the Game and Fish Commissions. The present law has one weakness
inasmuch as any or all members can be removed at any time for the
good of the service. It takes time and experience for a commissioner
to obtain knowledge of the problems facing the commissions and the
practice of removing entire commissions is detrimental to the adminis-
tration of wild life resources.

The Executive Committee requestd that further study of
this recommendation be made and that it be reviewed by
the whole Board before action is taken.

2. The State Game and Fish Commissions are required to prepare budgets
On en estimated income from license sales. The present funds are
not sufficient to carry on the work that should.be done. If the
estimate is below the actual license income for the biennium, there
is danger that the Oregon State Legislature's ?Jaye and Means Com-
mittee may appropriate this-excess, which is greatly needed by the
Game and Fish Commission for other purposes. It is therefore neces-
sary to safeguard these license funds so they may be used for the
purpose for which they are raised: to propagate and perpetuate our
wild life resource. It is recommendeed that the present state law pro-
viding for the tithing of state game and fish funds be repealed.

The Executive Committee referred this recommendation to
its Committee on Governmental Research for consideration
during the study of state governmental organization being
made by the Bureau of Municipal Research and Service of the



University of Oregon, under direction of the State
Planning Board and the Interim Commission of the
Legislature.

3. Analysis of arrests and disposition of cases in game and fish law
violations shows that the Justice of the Peace Courts are extreme-
ly lenient in suspending, continuing for sentence, and suspending
fines. It has been suggested that making the minimum fines and
prisonment mandatory by the justice courts would correct
this situation. However, others contend that the only way the situa-
tion can be remedied is by abolishing the Justice of the Peace courts
and substituting district courts requiring that the qualification
for the district courtjudge be membership with good standing in the
Oregon State Bar Association. In order to correct the lack of res-
pect for game laws and to strengthen the morale of game law enforce-
ment it is recommended that courts having higher jurisdiction than
the Justice of Peace be created, to be presided over by competent
judges.

Since this recommendation might affect the whole judicial
system of the state the Executive Committee decided that
this subject should be carefully studied by the Bureau of
Municipal Research and Service as part of present studies
of the state's governmental structure, described in recom-
mendation -112.

4. In order to conserae the rapidly diminishing species it is recommended
that the commercial fishing season on steelhead trout be closed from
December 1st of each year to and including April 30th of the follow-
ing year.

The State Planning Board has made no study of the probable
effects of this recommendation on fishermen dependent upon
commercial fishing for their living or on the fish canning
industry, nor whether this closing of the fishing season
during these five months would be the only effective method
of conserving steelhead, particularly since the largest run
of steelhead in the Columbia River occurs during other sees
sons of the year. Additional data are required and further
study should be made of the effects of closing the commercial
fishing season for steelhead trout before action can be taken
by the State Planning Board.

5. It is recommended that regulations be put into effect for conserving
the rapidly diminishing shell fish on the Oregon Coast.

The Executive Committee agreed that the general policy of
conserving shell fish on the Oregon Coast might well be
established by the State Fish Commission, but that regula-
tions for this Purpose should be carefully studied before
being nut into effect, otherwise injustice might be done to
those dependent for a livelihood on taking shell fish.

6. It is recommended that legislation be enacted to permit the State
Game Commission to make an appearance in court proceeding or hear-
ing without payment of filing fees to other state agencies in pro-



testing the granting of water rights.

The Executive Committue referred this recommendation to

the State Engineer for information concerning work re-

quired in his office and administratire costs occasioned

by filing of those protests and whether those filing fees

could be remitted to the State Game Commission without re-

(-miring additional funds for the State Engineer's .office

costs.

7. It is reco_t,endod that the right to file upon or use more than

two-thirds of the minimum flow of any stream of the state be

withheld until a study of the stream has been made.by the State

Game Commission or the State Fish Conmission of the need for con-

tinuation of the flow to preserve fish life and of the relative

value of fish life on this stream to proposed iris_rovements or other

use of the water.

The Executive Committee referred this information to the

State Planning Board's Advisory Cueimittee on Tater Resour-

ces for study and report to the Board .

8. In view of the fact that the method of logging knosrn as "splash

dam logging" destroys all life in a stream it is recommeeded that

this method of logging be strictly regulated by state law if not

prohibited altogether.

Since this recatimiendation affects forest resources and lum-

bering it was referred to the Board's Advisory Committee on

Forestry for additional information and report to the Board.

9. It is recommended that without .further study, laws should be passed

to prevent unnecessary silting of streams by mining operations

wherever this can be done

The Board and its advisory committee have been considering

this problem. of pollution of rivers by silting from mining

operations, during the last year. A memorandum from the

sub-committee of the Stream purification advisory counnittee

indicates that California state' laws are not directly appli-

cable to conditions in Oregon. Further study is required to

determine means of preventing silting under different condi-

tions_ and to prepare legislation which 'would be eouitable

to the mining industry as well as to recreation and wild

life interests.

10. It is recommended that counties should be given the right to re-

serve easements for public recreation use across lands conveyed by

the counties.

The Executile Committee agreed that this recommendation would

be acceptable if the right of casement and method of enter-

ing upon lands conveyed by counties wore more closely de-

fined. This recommendation was referred to a special assis-

tant to prepare tentative draft of a legislative bill to

carry out the intent of this recommendation.
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SUWARY

Oregon's wild life resource is an asset of great economic and

social importance to the stater The full value of this resource cannot

be accurately determined, but the annual income from money spent by res-

idents, tourists and others attracted to Oregon by its abundance of wild

life, forests, lakes, fields and streams is a very large sum. In order

to conserve Oregon's wild life and to prevent the continued rapid depletion

of the different species of gam, birds and fish, this resource should be

placed as soon as possible on a planned management basis.

lald life is diminishing in Oregon in spite of the fact that

the natural habitat, for the state as a whole, is capcble of sustaining

many times the present wild life population.

A thorough scientific study of all phases of wild life problems

is required before practical programs for game and fish management can be

formulated. These programs would necessitate additional financial sup-

port from the state to supplement funds from present license fees. People

of the state who benefit financially from the large sums spent by sports-

men, tourists and recreatipri enthusiasts should also contribute toward the

maintenance of Oregon's wild life.

Big game populations must be kept in balance with food capacity

of winter ranges. Present laws do not give effective control of big game

herds.. A limited license law should be enacted which would prevent unbal.

ante of big game and winter range and provide necessary hunting control.

Only a pitiful remnant of fur bearing animals remain today from former

large numbers. Controlled trapping is required to restore fur bearing

animals on forest areas. Predatory animal control should also be increased,



Migratory waterfowl are at present increasing slightly from the

lowest point ever known and it is important that the state cooperate with

the federal government in the excellent work of the U. S. Biological Survey

in preserving this species.

Upland game birds are also diminishing6 More thorough study and

research is needed so that plans for scientific game management can be

formulated and put into, effect.

Fish resources have been seriously depleted. Conservation and

perpetuation of fish life is the most complex wild life problem in the state.

Preservation of fish life must be carefully considered in programs for the

development and use of water resources for other purposes. Construction

of dams and other physical improvements, together with industrial and mun-

icipal wastes, have made many streams unfit for fish life. A recent census

shows that shell fish on the Oregon Coast are being depleted .host to ex.

tiriction and reveals the immediate need for rehabilitation of this species.

Game and fish law enforcement by the Oregon State Police is an

improvement over the old game warden system in both number of arrests and

donvictions and cost per case. However justice of the peace courts have

been extremely lax in enforcing penalties as is borne out by the number of

convictions suspended, continued for sentence, and suspended fines. The

state could well afford to pay the cost of State Police protection from

the general fund and thus release the annual revenue from license fees

for needed research and wild life management.



IMPORTANCE OF THE WILD LIFE RESOURCE

Wild life assumed an important role in the early development of Oregon.

The early settlers were dependent for their meat supply upon the deer, an-

telope, elk and upland game birds. A large part of their cash income and

part of their clothing came from the fur bearingAnimals. The abundance of

wild life in those days gave little reason to believe that the resource

could be depleted. The sport of hunting and fishing was of minor importance,

and it was the absolute dependency upon the wild life for subsistence that

caused the first settlers to kill. The situation today is quite different.

With the possible exception of certain species of big game, our wild life

is now in a depleted condition; and except in the most isolated instances,

it is unnecessary for the people of this state to take game and fish for

food.

Realization that the wild life-resources of the state were limited

came at the turn of the century. The first regulations enacted by the leg-

islature set aside certain periods during the year when hunting was per

mitted, but no restrictions were placed on the actual amount of game that

could be taken by a single sportsman. This made it possible for the market

hunter to operate profitably. This abuse continued until awakened public

opinion demanded bag limits. As a.result of this increasing interest in

wild life conservation the State Game Commission was formed and the number of

hunting and fishing days and the bag limits have been decreased.

Pressure on wild life has been increasing during the past twenty years,

and the result, in spite of our restocking program, has been a downward trend

of the resource. The number of licenses sold in the last two decades has

increased 50 per cent as is shown by graph No. H-209, page 3. A report of

the Senate Committee on Conservation of Wild Life Resources disclosed
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that during the decade ending in 1930, a 400 per cent increase nationally

in the number of persons perchaeinpl licenses :7,ocurred. The current trend

toward shorter hours and foyer workinh days, coupled with our excellent

road system reaching out into areas that were once inaccessible, is increas-

ing the strain on an already overtaxed resource<

The modern sportsman is prone to use the latest scientific short cuts

to attain the end of taldng a limit of fish and game, rather than employ

methods which would give the most real recreation. This tendency if con-

tinued means detraction from the value of wild life to the individual and to

the community in decreased supply of the resource. However, winter range

limitation, dams, irrigation, waterpower, reclamation, industrial and

municipal pollution, disease and predators have reduced the resource much

more than has the sportsman. The sportsman has been willing to accept re-

strictions, but we have not been very successful in prohibiting the other

abuses. They can be stopped, however, any time the interested groups sup-

porting the conservation of wild life unite for the good of the resource

instead of promoting sectional and personal ideas.

Wild life is a product of land and water. The ownership, use and

management of this land and water are the basis for sound planning for the

conservation, restoration and utilization of the resource. Fortunately,

nearly all forms of wild life are exceedingly tenacious against mistreat-

ment by mankind- -they have the intelligeree and adaptability to withstand

adversity. There is hardly any other resource which will respond so rapidly

to scientific management, and produce such immediate results with a minimum

of capital, labor and material expended.
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Economic Importance

The economic importance of wild life has never been accurately deter-

mined in this state. This should be done at once. A very rough estimate

by a commercial agency indicated that the income from residents, tourists

and others attracted to Oregon by abundance of wild life, forests, lakes,

fields and streams constituted the fourth largest industry in the state.

The benefits of the major part of money spent in pursuit of recreation are

distributed to practically every business in the state.

Aside from small sums expended by the federal governments, the only

financial support of wild life comes from license sales, yet the amount

spent for licenses is but a small fraction of the outlays made in pursuing

the sports of hunting and fishing. The point is that those who benefit

most financially from an abundance of wild life contribute nothing to its

support except as individual purchasers of licenses. It would seem to be

good business judgement to support such an important resource as wild life

through a general appropriation that would at least match the amount raised

by license sales, and so assist in the restocking and management program.

Social Importance

However great the economic value of wild life may be, the social value

is much greater. The recreational, educational and esthetic importance

of wild life is more intangible than the economic value, and is therefore

more difficult to measure. It is nevertheless real. Returning from an

outdoor vacation to our usual duties mentally and physically improved and

with a broadened outlook and a quickened appreciation of our natural

resources has a recognized value and contributes immeasurably to the wealth,

comfort and well-being of the people.
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From an educational viewpoint, m-ch may be said. We have already

learned a lot from the wild creatures of the forests, fields and waters,

but this is small in proportion to what remains for disclosure. There is

not one art or science practiced by the human race that would not be bene-

fited by a more complete knowledge of what we term the lower animals. It

may safely be said that there is not a species of our native fauna that we

can afford to lose, from an educational standpoint.

Esthetics is the science of the beautiful in nature and art. Are have

been all too reluctant to cultivate the science of the beautiful in nature,

striving for economic benefits. There are inspiration and spiritual uplift

in the sight and presence of beautiful and graceful wild creatures. To

cultivate the proper attitude toward such things is of immeasurable value

to us. Wild life has been on the downward trend so long that it is time

we revise our values.

There is not enough wild life left for all of us to hunt and kill.

We have the potential habitat for increasing the resource,but until this

is done we will have to enjoy and profit from it in other ways.
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MLEUGEMENT PROBLEMS OF WILD LIFE

The scientific management of wild life will have to b6 in harmony with

the other uses for our land and water. Fortunately a vast amount of our

land in this state is in forests, and the propagation of wild life is an

important primary use of these areas, especially the national forests. The

problems of the several groups of wild life will be discussed separately

and in detail.

Big Game

Big game- -elks deer, antelope and mountain sheep--are grazing and

browsing animals. They consume about the same kind of forage as does

domestic stock. Their range, excepting the antelope, is confined princi-

pally to the mountainous timbered areas which furnish them with summer

range. Climatic conditions, however, generally limit the winter range. Many

areas have serious conflicts between big game and domestic stock, but a few

winter ranges are underpopulated with game. Other forms of land use it

addition to grazing have influenced s'ortage of big game winter range. Valley

lands now cultivated, supporting hay, grain and orchards, formerly consti-

tuted an important part of the winter game range. Invasion of these choice

areas by man has pushed the big game animals back into the foothills and

mountains. Submarginal shoestring ranches constitute an important form of

improper land use which interferes with big game wintering areas.

The principal factor involved in sustaining big game is the food

supply during the severe cold and deep winter snow. This factor forces recog-

nition of the fact that the big game population can be no greater than is

supported through the winter. Hap Ho. D-129 page 8 shows the big game and
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domestic stock winter grazing ranges in the state and the areas in which

conflicts right occur duo to mismanagement. Let it be clearly understood

that (1) there are no winter ranze problemsvest of the Cascade Range,and.

(2) this map does not advocate taking over extensive tracts shown as used

by both classes of animals in winter, but rather T e acquisition of limited

critical areas in the vicinity of which maladjustment of winter range occurs.

The ownership of these critical winter ranges is of vital importance.

If the ownership is public, there is an opportunity to solve the problem

by changes in policy of management. However, when ownership is private, as

it largely is, the problem is riot so simple. Many critical areas on private

land are found in regions classified as submarginal, and are therefore amen-

able to acquisition. Mon these areas are tax reverted the state should

take than over at once, compensating the county involved. The federal and

state governments will then have to purchase lands in critical areas that

cannot be handled any other way.

In recent years, administration and management of forage resources

on the national forests in Oregon has included increased consideration for

the needs of big game animals. The entire area of the national forests in

Oregon, approximately 15,660,818 acres, constitutes a habitat for wild life.

Of this total there is no grazing by domestic stock on 7,091,004 acres.

This area includes dense forests, water, barren areas, etc., in other words

not all good range for big game. Such adjustments in the numbers of

domestic stock allowed to graze as were believed necessary to provide for

the big game demands have been made. Some of these regulations were to

protect winter range and breeding groelids for the principal big game

animals. There is and has been full recognition of the necessity of pro-
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viding feed and cover for the wild life resources on the national forests.

There has been decided improvement in wild life conditions through-

out the national forests in the last five to ten yours, largely coincident

with better handling of these problems by state and other officials.

There is and has long been agitation in sporting circles to the effect that

grazing of domestic sheep has impaired the wild life resources in the nation-

al forests. So far as the national forests in Oregon are concerned the

numbers of the principal game animals indicate that the increase over the

past ten years has been greater on the grazed portions than on the non-

grazed.

Deer have shown a gratifying increase on the grazing forests. Part

of the credit for this goes to efforts made by the Biological Survey and

by stockmen and others to keep down the number of predatory animals.

Recognition by the Forest Service of the needs of plant life, resulting in

limited seasonal use of forage has improved conditions on the natural

range areas. However, the policy of the Forest Service to leave 15 to 25

per cent of the palatable vegetation on the range for reseeding purposes

each year does not apply to areas used exclusively by game animals and in

an overstocked condition.

Use of long ridges reaching back into the national forests as sheep

driveways results in rather heavy grazing of these limited areas. These

ridges likewise are the routes into hunting territory, and an uninformed

observer may believe the condition along the trail is the general condi-

tion over the region. Again hunters going into the forests expecting to

camp at certain choice localities and finding that these have been grazed

are naturally disappointed and blame the sheep industry. Unless care is
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exercised, domestic stock do contaminate some of the streams and where this

occurs the hunter does have a just complaint.

The Forest Service considers wild life one of the resources of the

national forests. Provision has been made heretofore for close cooperation

with state and other agencies in protection and conservation of these wild

life resources. In Oregon all resident forest officers are special game

wardens, and effective relations are maintained with the state and police

officials in enforcement of game and fish laws. Recommendations for changes

of any kind believed to be in the interests of wild life and originating

with forest officers or with state and police officials are carefully con-

sidered, and often worked into programs.

Management of Big Game

The number of big game animals maintained in this state will have to

be in balance with other land uses. Then all the animals produced above

those which the winter food supply will support can be taken by hunters

each year. However, analysis indicates that the factor of positive control

of size and condition of big game herds is missing. Big game in any given

locality may and does increase beyond the carrying capacity of winter

range. It also decreases at times so that hunting within specific herds

or localities is seriously curtailed and the future of game in that area

is threatened.

Of the factors contributing to this unsatisfactory condition, two

are vital and pressings first, insufficient winter range, and second,

lack of positive control over size and vitality of big game herds.

The remedy for lack of winter range lies largely in a carefully



planned and executed program of public acquisition or control on federal

and state owned lands. Control of size and vitality of game herds implies

control of the number of hunters, of areas in which each may make his kill

and of the sex, age and number of animals which each may take, Not only is

such control feasible, but it has been so successful with elk in Utah

that the legislature of that state, upon the insistence of organized hunters

and with the full consent of stockmen, has made it applicable to deer.

Limited License System

Control in Utah is vested in a special committee appointed by the

state fish and game commissioner with the approval of the governor. This

Committee of Big Game Control is composed by statute of the state game

commissioner and one member each from the state sportsmen's, woolgrowers'

and cattlemen's associations, the State Park Commission and the Federal

Forest Service. Whenever, in its opinion, elk, for example, are damaging

rangeor private property, or have increased so that some may be killed

without materially affecting the herd, this committee may permit killing

by the public or by the State Fish-rand Game Department. The committee

makes rules for the case. Among the duties of the committee is that of

"designating the number and sex to be killed" within each herd.

To determine removals, the Committee of Big Game Control meets

annually, generally early in September. First comes a hearing at which the

public expresses its views about range conditions, damage which may have

been done, past slayings by predators and man and the proposed current

authorized kill. An executive session at which reports on each separate

game herd are given by the state game warden and by forest officers who

have been assigned to game work. After study of all information received,
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the committee authorizes issuance of a certain number of hunting permits

for each herd.

The Fish and Game Commission then advertises the kills authorized

for each herd, and sets a time within which applications for hunting permits

for elk and deer must be filed. Applications are made by letter, with

statement of first and second choice for hunting grounds. Each application

must be accompanied by the license fee. Each application is numbered as

received, and all applications are originally grouped on the basis of first -

choice for each separate herd. If first choice applications for any one

herd do not exceed the removals authorized for that herd, they are approved

forthwith. If first choice applications do exceed the authorized removals

for a herd, a public drawing is held. Numbers previously given to each

application are placed in a box and drawn,generally by a newspaper rep-

resentative,until the quote or authorized removal for that herd is reached.

After all first choice applications have been handled, in this manner, for

every one of the herds, those applications which have been unsuccessful

are grouped on the basis of second choice by herds and the same procedure

followed. License fees are promptly returned to those who win neither first

ncr second choice. Reports indicate that those who do lose out---and the

number of applications is usually greater than the number of permits which

can be granted- .accept their disappointment in a sportsmanlike spirit.

The degree of control which may be effected by such a system is

illustrated by comparison of permits issued for hunting in, and animals

taken from, four main Utah elk herds in 1932. That comparison follows:

Permits issued 187 or 100 per cent;
Lawful kill 172 or 92 per cent.
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Control cannot, of course be as close as this every year, since weather

and snowfall often affect hunting, But adjustments can easily be made

to meet situations, so that close control may be effected over a series

of years. Witness by way of example, the picture presented by comparison

of permits issued for, the animals taken from, the Nebo, Utah,elk herd

for six years 1928-1933. Permits issued 595 or 100 per cent; lawful

kill 523 or 88 per cent.

Here is, obviously, a system which permits positive control of

overkill due to concentration or an unlimited number of hunters; of

slaughters during seasons of unusually heavy or crusted snows; and of

depletion of numbers over the state as a whole, or in any one location, by

a combination of hunting, predatory animals, and severe winters unless,

perhaps, losses from the two latter causes are unprecedented, And even

such a situation may quickly be remedied by closure or reduction next year

in the nutaber of permits to hunt within the specific herd in which the

combination of losses occurred. It is equally feasible to increase the

kill from individual herds, regulating that kill within very narrow limits.

If for example a herd has reached the point where winter feed is insuf-

ficient and migrations to privately vaned ranges, pastures and haystacks

are occuring, kills may be increased and the herd reduced to a point, but

not below that point, where such damage no longer occurs.

This system seems in fact to offer such flexibility as will adequate-

ly meet any situation which can readily be imagined. Such a system should

be used on olk, deer and at the proper time antelope. Oregon's average

annual kill of elk during the past three years has been 6984 On the basis

of counts and estimates of the Forest Service, there are approximately

11,000 elk in the territory open to hunting.
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TABLE 1

REPORT OF-FISH & GLME TLKEN DURING
1933 LED REPORTED IN 1934
1934 LED REPORTED IN 1935

Deer
Boar

Silver Gray Squirrels
China Pheasants
Hungarian Partridges
Valley Quail
Mountain Quail

1933

08,395 Reports

11,431
756

1,030
102,380
7,671

25,351
4,623

1934

90,576 Retorts

10,633
104

1,455
80,016

9,114
21,352
4,680Grouse 13,65 2 11,461Native Pheasant 5,327 4,557Ducks 209,292 130,235

Wilson or Jack Snipe 4,420 2,583
GOOSE) lnd Brant 15,462 11,824Coot

2,751 1,465
Greater c_nd Lessor Yellowlegs 1,762 371

Trout
3,297,277 2,707,248Hass

89,531 62,427Other Fish 120,340 143,774Salmon 57,284 37,658
Reports Showing no Fish or
Gale Takon 55,110 30,643

Total niors and Hunters 108,864 136,155

REPOLT ON ELK KILLED DURING 1934 and 1935

Elk tags sold
Elk killod

County 1934

1934 1935

3,140 2,743
703 692

Unit 19 35

64
90
1

10
37
6

14

59
33

241
28

30

10

Baker
Grant

Umatilla
Union
Wallowa

Total

9
156

242
177

119

'Middle Fork

Desolation
North Fork
Uper Powder
North Powder
Upper Grande Ronde
Eagle
Troy

lralla Walla Umatilla River
Meachani
Ukiah

.

Pearson
Chesnimous
Bear Sleds

Total

703

--t-/t
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A 10 per twat kill would not have been excessive,birt due to Concentration

of huntors only a 6 per cent kill was made. The fact that hunters would

-have a better chance of making a kill under this system should speed its

adoptlon.

Mottle the big game animals in this state range on the national

forests. Inventories of big game animals from 1924 to 1935 on the national

forests ai shown in the appendix. These inventories are only estimates

based on field observations of forest officers, but they are the best in-

formation available. They show the trend of the big game population. The

increase shown is due to (1) control of predators, (2) improvement in

range management policies of the Forest Service, and (3) better handling of

big game problems by the state and other agencies. There is much room for

improvement in all three fields, and all the agencies are conducting research

work with the hope of bettering the past increase. The following comparison

for 1934 will give some idea of the destructive factor importance. Number

of oik on $tional forests 13,000; killed by man on the national forest 589;

killed by Predators on the national forests 157; number of hunters on the

national fOrest 3,140; total kill of elk in entire state 7031 total Aumber

of elk hunters in the state 3,140.

4.n 19$4, 8,017 deer were reported killed on the national forests by man

and 10,500 by predators. The total'number of hunters on the national

forest was 41;754 and 66,133 for the state. Deer killed by hunters in the

state numbered 10,633.

There were 1,014 bear reported killed on the national forests and a

total of 1,118 it the entire state.
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Map No. B-134 page :17 gives the distribution of big game animals in

Oregon, This is a generalized map showing the concentrated populations.

Elk

Roosevelt Elk in small numbers are found west of the Cascade Range

from the California line to the Columbia River; but far the larger elk

population, Rocky Mountain Elk, is in eastern Oregon, principally in the Blue

Mountains. West of the Cascades the number of elk can and should be in-

creased, but not by transplanting of the Rocky Mountain species because it is

undesirable to mix the two species. There appear to be certain localities

In the Blue Mountains where concentrations of elk are occurring and some

reduction in numbers is desirable in the interests of the mule deer. It is

believed that the mule and blacktail deer are ordinarily superior game

animals to elk, and in the management of these somewhat competitive species

special attention should be given to the needs of the deer. Generally only

enough elk should be raised to assure the perpetuation of the species in

the areas whore they now are, te provide recreational enjoyment, and to

produce a limited amount of hunting, Deer should generally be given pro

forence over elk because of lessor amount of range required.

Sufficient winter range should be obtained to sustain the-herds

during the hard winter months, The herd when reaching the maximum number

should be kept in balance by limited license hunting, An equitable method

of adjusting the damage done to private property bythe elk should be

established, And last but not least a scientific study of the numbers,

breeding habits, migrations and diseases of elk should be made as a basis

for intelligent management plans.
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Mt:tie. Deer4., 4
The mule deer inhabit the area east of the summit of the Cascade Ranged

Their principal habitat is in the timbered areas; but they are not entirely

confined thereto. A thinly scattered population of mule deer occurs over

the non-forested lands in the Central Oregon region. It is generally

conceded that the mule deer population in a large part of its natural

habitat should and can be greatly increased The limiting factor again is

primarily winter range, much of which is now in private ownership: Adjust-

ment regarding the use of these much needed winter ranges between game and

domestic stock in order to provide for the highest use is important in

state planning.

Blacktail Deer

The blacktail deer is typically a west sido animal but ranges to some

extent on the east side of the Cascade Range. Here its range is principally

limited to the higher and more humid portions of the mountains where the

alpine timber types occur and where the coast timber type laps over the

summit. For the most part the blacktail deer spends only the summer on the

at side; returning to the western slope or the winter. Over the larger

portion of the blacktail deer range the same areas are used for summer and

winter.

The numbers of blacktail deer have been decreasing from various

causes, probably poachers, disease and predators, during the past fifteen

years, and corrective action is plainly necessary. There appears to be

no question that a much larger populatimn of blacktail deer can be adequate-

ly provided for in the vast area of forested lands west of the Cascade Rerged
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This is an excellent game, animal, and an increase in production is plainly

warranted. Analysis of the Forest Service estimates of blacktail deer

killed by predators shows that emphasis on the control of predators in the

areas west of the Cascade Range should be increased. More scientific

knowledge is needed as to the proper sex ratios of the herds and as to their

diseases.

Thitetail Deer

The whitetail deer formerly ranged in the open valleys on the upper

reaches of the coastal streams and in the Willamette Valley. Few if any

specimens remain in this region today, and the causes for extermination

were probably disease, poachers and predators. A small number are known

to exist in Douglas and Deschutes Counties. This species suffered from

the inroads of civilization, but under protection the numbers could be

materially increased. As it is a good game animals provisions for protec-

tion and spread to a wider range are desirable. The whitetail is widely

known as a deer that does well in agricultural communities, as is shown by

the results obtained in the eastern states. The closed season should be

continuedur

Antetope

The antelope is distinctly a plains animal, and its principal habitat

in Oregon is in the southeast quarter of the state in the so.kcalled high

desert. The numbers of antelope within their range have materially in-

creased during the last few years. There is definite need for development

of management plans and for a limited license system to insure proper

handling of this excellent game animal. It should be remembered that this

animal is a unique North American species that has disappeared over much

of its natural range in the West. The animals in Oregon, together with
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those in northeastern California and northwestern Neva('.-,., now constitute

one of the largest remaining herds in America. :agricultural development,

grazing use, and settlement of lands make it impracticable or undesir-

able to extend the antelope range into other parts of the state, but on its

present and some limited extensions thereof, wise management should be pro,-

vided. The opening of the season in other states should be closely watched.

The herds move from one state to the other, and some cooperative agreement

should be reached. Idaho has an open season, anCL some of the Oregon herd

migrate over the line. Map Ho, B-109 page 20 shows the antelope ranie on a

background of the Taylor Grazing Districts

Mountain Sheep

There'is a small band of mountain sheep in the Wallowa Mountains.

This band should be protected and fostered, as the species is rapidly be-

coming extinct in this state. Biological

introduce this species in the Hart Mountain Game Refuge,

Bear

The bear range corresponds closely with the timbered areas in all

portions of the state, although occasional bear are found in the dry lava

flats and in the juniper belt east of the Cascade Range. The number of bear

in the state has been increasing slightly during the last few years, and a

still further but limited increase is unquestionably desirable. It is true

that a few bear are predators, but as this genie animal is a scavenger he

is blamed for killing every carcass on which he feeds. Yet most of these

animals died from various causes before the bear fed on them. It is time

we made the bear a game animal and protected him. Only a few are predators,

and it is possible to issue permits to kill them any time when they are

destroying property.
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FUR BEARING ANIMALS

When the fur trappers first entered the Northwest, the Oregon Territory

produced enormous amounts of fur. Fur bearing animals were both widespread

and abundant. Today after years of continued overtrapping, most of the fur

bearing species are only a pitiful remnant of their former numbers.. What

was once a valuable resource has dwindled to a position of little import-

ance. Table No. 3 page 24 will show the present estimated Population of

furb)arers on the national forests and Table Nor 2 page 23 will give the

catch reported to the Gate Commission.

There is no reason why our streams, forests and ranges should not be

producing many times the present fur crop. This most desirable result can

be attained without hampering existing settlement or other productible use

of the land. While we cannot expect to produce as much fur as was found

by the first trappers, because man has modified the habitat by the cul-

tivation of valleys, diversion of streams, cutting of timber and grazing

of the ranges, a very decided expansion can and should be effected. At

least we can reasonably expect our forested areas eventually to support

almost as many fur bearers as they did during primitive times.

The management of the fur resouroes of Oregon has been too long

neglected. Action for the protection and management of our furbearers

is needed at once, and this is a matter that demands the attention of

the Game commission. At present it is not necessary to have a trapping

license to trap on owned or leased land. This should be changed and

every one required to purchase a license and at /east make a careful report

to the Game Commission of the catch. It was estimated that the annual
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TABLE 2

REPORT OF LICENSEDTRAPPERS TO STATE GAME COMMISSION

Name of
Animal 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933*1934*1935

Mink 5,077 4,819 5,160 4,734 7,342 7,912 7,446 5,807 -- 6,348Muskrat 10,485 8,734 16,435 10,659 27,680 26,159 26,609 25,151 36,696Marten 442 411 496 416 473 424 255 167 mo4 195Otter 203 216 134 133 302 369 309 185 194Fisher 13 9 6 9 5 6 7 2 11Wildcat 4,195 3,929 977 1,041 -, 5,597 1,314 1,034 967Coyote 2,311 1,657 1,958 1)586 2,789 3,244 1,873 1,439
Cougar . 24 29 53 37 78 -- 115 52 -- 18Wolf Il 21 7 6 37 -- 28 4 -- 8Badger 430 387 713 395 1,098 1,113 715 913 60'2Bear 86 52 65 67 55 110 67 59 22Raccoon 1,874 1,958 2,614 2,326 3,249 2,965 2,719 1,817 3,717Fox 75 56 .... 68 84 129 83 95 -- 80Skunk 5,150 4,322 6,796 4,350 6,789 8,828 7,069 6,095 2,878Weasel 1,357 682 925 1,144 2,004 2,187 1,579 1,739 1,012Civet Cat YE 4,698 4,911 5,646 4,669 3,593 -- 1,647Ringtail -- -- 344 260 318 -- 288 168 106Grey Fox -- -- 55 -- --

Licenses
Issued 2,449 2,440 2,497 2,903 3,216 2,411 1,803 1,147 *- 4466Value
Skins ;M,434$78,661 -- .
Beaver
Licenses 1,020 461 319 350 387 284 278 ow.
Beaver
Tra.ed 3 852 2 019 1,494 2,147 470 -- OM .7,F111
*No Licenses Sold



Source: Forest Service, Div. Wild Life

and Range Management

Oregon Forest (National) Region 6

ESTIMATE OF

TABLE 3

ANIMALS

Annual Game Census

FUR BEARING

1935

Forests Beaver Fox Marten Mink Bad er Weasel Fisher Otter
Civet Cats
and Skunk Coon Muskrat

Ringtail
Cat Forcu ine

Deschutes 300 100 1000 1000 500 1000 10 30 1000 100 3000
Fremont 350 50 100 100 750 600 - - 400 50 4000
Malheur 500 20 150 500 1000 800 1 10 700 50 500
Mt. Hood 1000 100 900 1500 350 3000 40 100 800 250 100
Ochoco 500 - 40 150 1000 800 - 200 - 500 -

Rogue River 350 200 100 500 70 800 50 50 2500 1000 300 300
Siskiyou - 250 300 1000 - 2300 40 130 4500 2500 400 430
Siuslaw 100 - 100 4000 - 3700 10 80 4000 750 3000 - -

Umatilla 300 20 200 500 700 2700 - 30 600 150 300 - -
Umpqua 50 40 300 700 10 400 20 50 1500 500 200 150 -

Wallowa 800 50 350 1200 1000 2300 10 30 700 500 800 - - w
Whitman 800 50 400 1300 1000 4000 - - 700 500 900 - - t!''

Willamette 300 70 1000 1000 50 1500 10 150 2300 800 .400

Totals 5350 950 4940 13450 6430 23900 190 660 19900 7150 14400 880

1937

Deschutes 200 100 500 700 500 850 10 10 600 50 1000 - 1500
Fremont 550 100 200 150 700 800 - - 200 10 500 - 4000
Malheur 800 50 350 600 /200 1200 - 750 80 1100 - 7000
Mt. Hood 650 400 1000 1400 400 2000 20 100 500 250 450 - 2000
Ochoco 650 20 50 200 650 750 - 150 10 100 - 4000
Rogue River 250 250 100 550 40 750 20 30 1400 400 1100 100 4300
Siskiyou - 200 450 2000 - 2600 20 200 7000 3700 1000 1000 100
Siuslaw 100 - 100 3200 - 3300 10 60 3200 450 5400 -
Umatilla 350 30 400 550 ZOO 2900 - - 550 300 400 - 5600
Umpqua '50 20 200 550 40 550 10 50 1400 550 200 100 500
Wallowa 450 150 450 1300 1000 3800 10 30 700 700 2000 - 9500
Whitman 1300 150 900 1100 1100 3200 - 750 150 950 - 13000
Willamette 350 80 1000 900 70 1500 10 150 900 450 400 - 500

Totals 5700 1550 .5700 13200 6300 24200 110 630 18100 7100 14606 1200 52000
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catch of furs in Oregon amounted to 1.:;250,000 and the returns to the Game

Commission by trappers showed the reported catch to be 75,000. The

larger amount was furnished by u reliable fur buyer and the inference is

that the difference in amount was caught by those who do not purchase

licenses and make reports.

Trapping of fur bearing animals is a business and not a sport or form

of recreation. It should be handled on a business basis. The first step

could well be an inventory of the resource. This Information would serve

as a basis for a management plan. Here again he ownership of the land is

an important factor. On public land there is no reason why fur bearers

cannot be scientifically managed. Montana worked out a progressive pro-

gram for managing its fur bearers on public land. The national forests

were divided into trapping districts. This was done cooperatively by the

Forest Service and the Game Commission. The Game Commission sold trapping

licenses for the districts, and the Forest Service issued special use

permits of the districts on the national forests. The quantity of furs that

could be taken by trappers on the national forests was regulated by the

cooperating agencies. For the rest of the state where the ownership of

land made the district idea impracticable, the open season was made to

correspond with the prime condition of the fur, and the number of days of

trapping and the species open to trapping were regulated for the best

returns.

The Game Management Department at Oregon State College is making

a study of the fur bearing animals and trapping conditions which will

be of great value in the management of the resource.
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Beaver......
There is ample evidence throughout the state of a one time large

population of beavers. A great many of our mountain meadows were once in-

habited by beavers and many of these owe their existence to beaver dams.

Likewise most of the mountain streams and also the larger streams in the

lowlands at one time supported large numbers of beavers. Unregulated

trapping has completely eliminated these valuable > animals from many areas

in which they once abounded. With the exceptioa of a few scattered colonies,

our mountainous forested areas aro almost devoid of beavers. Similarly,

on non-forested areas they have been reduced to a minimum. Subsequent to

the elimination of the beaver many meadows dried up and erosion and range

depletion set in.

With protection afforded by the state law during very recent years

it has been proved that beaver can be brought back. The numbers should

not be increased in the agricultural districts where damage might result

to orchards and irrigation projects, but there are innumerable places,

particularly within the national forests, where beaver restocking could

and should be done. These animals in addition to their worth as fur bearers,

are an extremely valuable asset to the country in other ways. Beaver ponds

stabilize stream flow and serve as excellent spawning and feeding grounds

for fish. Beaver dams make excellent erosion control checks. Establishment

of beaver colonies along streams has proven valuable through raising the

water table, thus enabling dried up and overgrazed meadow areas to be

rehabilitated. It is asserted with confidence that reestablishment of the

beaver is one of the most constructive things that can be done in the con-

servation of water, fish life, and forage. Practicability of such re-
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establishment of beaver has been shown in the'past two years by the co.

operative work in transplanting beaver by the Biological Survey in coopera-

tion with the Forest Service and the State Game Commission. Stockmen,

irrigationists, and others familiar with these plantings are unanimous in

their support of the projects.

Fox

At the time of the Hudson Bay Company's fur operations in the West,

the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington produced more fox fur than

any other area in North America. Apparently under natural conditions this

region is a satisfactory habitat for the fox. While the fox has been largely

replaced since settlement of the region occupied by the coyote, there is

.some question as to whether any material increase in numbers is desirable.

This, however, for investigation.

Muskrat

The muskrat is not wanted in the highly developed agricultural areas

but is an extremely desirable fur bearer in the mountainous areas.

It is entirely practicable to provide for an appreciable increase in pop-

ulation of this fur bearer.

Marten
111MnAIIMI..i1.0

The marten has been almost exterminated. It is recognized as being

one of the most valuable of the fur bearers. It should be protected and

allowed to increase all over its natural range through the higher Cascades

and Blue Mountain areas. The desirable population of marten in its

natural habitat would bring to the state under sustained management plans

an extremely large income annually.
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Otter

Otter, which were once numerous on all the principal streams of the

state, are extremely ocarce, due to overtrapping. This is another of the

very valuable fur animals,and there appears no sound reason against a

decided increase in the numbers of these animals in Oregon with augmented

state income from fur.

Mink

Mink are very thinly scattered along all the larger streams and many

of their smaller tributaries in the state. This is an extremely valuable

fur bearing animal and one which appears to be able to withstand the in-

roads of civilization fairly successfully. Proper seasonal trapping and

close attention to bag limits with necessary closures of certain areas

until a satisfactory population is secured are necessary features in

planned economy for handling fur bearers in the state. Since the streams

of the state once supported mink in abundance it appears reasonable that

they can again become numerous.

Fisher

The fisher is on the verge of disappearing. This animal at one time

furnished a valuable part of the fur crop from the state. It is an animal

of the forested areas and needless to say it would be desirable to re

establish the fisher on the ranges where it once flourished. Transplanting

may have to be done.

Raccoon

The raccoon is found in the more humid areas west of the Cascade

summit with scattered colonies in eastern Oregon. The number of this fur

bearer could be very appreciably increased without any interference in
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other use of the land, and the crop of fur that would result through sus-

tained management under proper seasons and bag limits would add consider-

ably to the income of the state.

Badger, Skunk and Weasel

The fur of these three animals constitutes only a minor portion of

the harvest in any general territory. In Oregon it is a moot question

whether it is desirable to increase numbers, because of their destructive

habits. This question should not be decided, however, without research

and a balancing of adverse and favorable factors.
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PREDATORY ANIMALS

While WQ are planning for the conservation, restoration and utiliza-

tion of our wild life resource, we must recognize the other destructive

factors than the human one. Much has been written about the "balance of

nature." All of this was applicable to the days before the advance of

the white man. The most unbalancing factor in wild life has been civil-

ization's activity. When nature was freely prolific and superabundant in

its yield, we could be indifferent to predators. Without control of the

predatory creatures, Oregon would soon becomautnhabitable by wild life and

domestic animals, This point is brought out in the increase of big game

on the grazing national forests where the Biological Survey, cattlemen,

foresters, trappers and hunters have kept the predators at a minimum. Con-

stant vigilance and effort are required to hold the populations of the

predatory species in check sufficiently to permit increase of wild life

and the rearing of domestic animals, preventing excessive losses through

carnivorous beasts.

Table No. 4 pages31 and 32 gives the estimated number of game animals

killed by predators and hunters on the national forests from 1933 to 1935

inclusive, It is immediately apparent that the estimated kill by predators

is greater than the kill by hunters. Table No, 5 page 33 shows the number

of predators killed on and near the national forests from 1933 to 1 §35

inclusive. During the fiscal year 1936, in addition to the regular work

of the Biological Survey operations were carried on with WPA funds, taking

1,302 coyotes, 165 bobcats and three bears.



TABLE 4
GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY HUNTERS AND PREDATORS ON NATIONAL FORESTS

Oregon Forest (National) Region No. 6
Game Census

1933
ELK TAIL & MULE : BEAR BLACK & BROWN:Total Killed by Killed by: Total Killed by Killed by: Total Killed by Killed by:Total No.Forest :Number Hunters Predators: Number Hunters Predators: Number Hunters Predators:Hunters

Deschutes 111 - 2 2,895 144 109 389 9 - 1,925Fremont - -
3,980 764 122 34 1 2,900Malheur 198 5 -
5,000 560 155 175 33 - 2,560Mt. Hood 113 -
2,450 167 560 755 74 - 1,035Ochoco 20 3,565 860 300 87 9 - 3,365Rogue River 52 - - 4,610 155 375 275 43 - 1,325Siskiyou 44 -

12,300 364 2,570 1,050 90 - 510Siuslaw 350 2 21 6,100 350 1,000 285 43 - 3,500Umatilla 3,080 259 39 7,950 532 725 945 90 -
5,800Umpqua -

2,900 112 890 375 45 - 390Wallowa 3,265 177 32 11,250 425 410 490 34 1,900Whitman 5,364 146 40 11,250 1,022 771 755 98 - 4,350Willamette 330 23 7,295 328 2,600 625 58 2,350Total 12,927 589 157 81,545 5,783 10,587 6,240 627 31,910State Totals 703
11,431 756

1934

Deschutes 30 - 1 3,445 133 122 470 12 2,1,:5Fremont - - 5,900 992 195 26 6 - 4,062Malheur -220 - - 7,000 675 165 170 - - 2,675Mt. Hood - - 2,350 226 535 755 89 - 1,625Ochoco 14 -
5,590 1,385 337 80 9 -

5,075Siskiyou 50 - 1 11,250 1,05 2,535 1,050 525 - 585Rogue River 63 5 4,212 150 625 380 16 - 3,310Siuslaw 300 4 26 6,100 384 950 285 35 - 4,250Umatilla 3,000 391 36 6,000 377 390 250 36 - 4,200Umpqua - - -
5,000 475 1,800 500 33 - 880Wallowa 2,516 142 30 12,100 350 350 250 29 -

1,975Whitman 6,405 263 125 l'3,75 1,845 1,170 800 74 8,450Willamette 350 25 6,045 350 2,600 - 50 -
2,500Total 12,948 800 249 88,1167 8,387 11,774 - 5,016 1,014 41,732State Tet;_as 692

10,633 1,108



TABLE 4(con't) GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY HUNTERS AND PREDATORS ON NATIONAL FORESTS

Oregon Forest (National) Region 6
. 1935

Forest
Deschutes
Fremont
Malheur
Mt. Hood
Ochoco

Rogue River
Siskiyou
Siuslaw
Umatilla

Umpqua
Wallowa
Whitman
Willamette
Total
State Totals

Forest
Deschutes
Fremont
Malheur
Mt. Hood
Ochoco
Rogue River
Siskiyou
Siuslaw
Umatilla

Umpqua
Wallowa
Whitman
Willamette
Totals

:Total Killed by Killed by : o a
:Number Hunters Predators : Number

Killed by
Hunters

50
1MM

3,600
6;000

150
900

300 4 10 20;000 1,000
150 5 3;000 '200
10 1 10;000 1,300
70 6 5 4,850 150
70 1 5 10;000 600

250 40 6;500 300

3,300 375 100 5;600 350

6,600 500

1,800 40 30 10,000 300

6,800 277 140 14;000 1,700
500 100 7;550 300

13,300 705
'

435 107,600 7,750
Not 'Reported until 1937

1937

14 .
: No Big : No.
: Game : Bird

Bear : Deer : Elk : Hunters : Hunters
20 150 2 2;400 750

1,300 - 6;700 150
20 2,400 22 8,000
40 110 900 350
10 1,200 1 5;000 50
30 150 2;100 300
70 540 3 1,200 -100
40 550 10 4;500 1,500
60 400 300 4,500 500
20 230 -500 20
40 430 10 1,700 150
80 1,400 312 7,000 80
30 140 1;600 50

460 9,000 660 64,100 4,000

it ed .y:

Predators:
500
500
500
500
500
700

2;600
1,100
'500

1,500
1;000
1,500
3,000

14,400

Game Census

ota led y Kille by: Total No.
Number Hunters Predators: Hunters
4b0 '15

20
100
700
80

400
900
250
250
400
300
100
600

4,550

25

80
2

8

70
20
40
30
20
80

390

2,000
4,200
4,200
1,600
5,500
3,500
1,500
4,000
4,000

600

1,400
5,500
2,000

40,000

4I DAT IR ANITaLS

: Antelope : Deer : Elk
: Mountain
: Goats

Mountain

Sheep
20 250 5

20 350
11.1. 500 5

700
10 1,000

1,200
2,700 5

1,400 30

600 -100

1,300
1,200 25 10

800 250

4,000 100
50 16,000 520 10



PREDATORY AND OTHER ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS

Oregon Forest (National) Region 6 1937
Game Census

Forest

e -0

ER:Bobcat:Cou-: :Cou-: 1-Plorcus
:Bear :& Lynx:gar

:Coyotes:Mblves:Bear:& Lynx:gar :Coyote;pine
t :Bobcat:

Wolves:Bear:& Lynx: Coyotes:pine :Wolves
Deschutes - 10 - 307 - 5 30 1 600 70 - - - 3 40Fremont - 73 - 1,067 7- 1 80 - "700 200 - - - 4 20Malheur 2 79 - 1,302 - 22 120 4 1,170 500 - - 15 140Mt. Hood 1 9 - 283 7 15 130 7 150 800 2 - 20Och(...co - 25 - 391 - 4 120 850 100 - - 2 5 70Rogue River - 10 - 141 me 50 10 250 250 - - - 150Siakiyou 9 29 2 63 - 6 150 30 50 - 1 4 3 -Siuslaw 1 25 2 35 - 15 150 7 200 - - - - -Unmtilla 7 46 - 1,377 - 40 100 2 600 250 - - 4 20 100Umpqaa 10 10 5 48 1 8 40 20 30 3 7 5 3 5 /1Ma1%wa 10 11 - 350 - 17 30 1 240 600 - 4 1 8 415WIli!,mall 3 8 - 391 - 8 150 3 1,200 20 - 4 20 40 mhoWillamette 2 2 - 32 - 19 140 23 60 10 - - - 1
Totals 45 337 9 5,787 1 160 1,290 108 6,100 2,800 4 17 19 79 1,000

r-4



TABLE 5

PREDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS

Oregon Forest (National) Region No. 6

Annual Game Census, 1933, 1934, 1935

BY fi-IOLOGCIAL SURVEY
'

: '}IY InAt HUNYERS : BY FolinT OPFICERS

Forest
Mtn. Bob- Porcu-: Mtn. Bob- Porcu-: Mtu. Bob- Porcu- :

:Coyote Lion eat Bear Wolf pine :Coyote Lion eat Bear Wolf pine ;Coyote Lion Cat Bear Wolf pine

Deschutes 93 - 1 - - 11 1,315 - 38 37 - 104 2 - - - 59
Fremont 1,257 - 44 7 - 2,623 1,100 3 100 - - 397 8 - 16 - - 268
Malheur 1,511 - 107 12 - 1,488 3,170 5 355 38 - 1,230 31 - - 5 - 425
Mt. Hood 676 - 41 5 - 172 227 6 488 83 - 202 6 - 4 4 3 61
Ochoco. 917 - 117 - - 740 1,750 - 100 14 - 1,565 12 - 10 - - 468
Rogue River - - - - 1 30 652 31 221 5 10 440 7 - 3 1 - 302
Siskiyou 66 3 25 13 - 2 41 46 105 72 1 3 1 - 2 - - 1
Siuslaw - - - , - - 201 18 640 40 u. - 4 - - - -

Umatilla 3,888 - 130 29 - 1,147 838 - 15,9- 109 - 466 55 - 22 - - 583
,Umpqua 113 - 28 12 - 7 159 45 150 65 20 37 12 - 18 7 9
Wallowa 702 - 18 7 285 447 - 106 55 - 1,707 26 - 8 5 - 1,281
Whitman 323 - 13 2 - 56 2,005 1 200 177 - 953 32 - 17 7 - 421
Willamette 2 - 1 - - - 259 121 488 120 24 58 - mw AM -

3 Year
Totals 9,548 3 525 87 1 6,561 12,164 2763,1.50 815 55 7,162 196 - 100 29 3 3,878

The number of livestock, game animals and game birds killed by predators annually is impossible to determine
accurately. Biological Survey hunters report the following losses which were reported to them or of which they
had knowledge during the past fiscal year.

Predator
Shop &
coats Cows Pigs Poultry peer

Game
Birds

COyote 4,114 12 9 342 122 93
Bobcat 67 - - - 2 56
Bear 43 - - - - -
Wolf - - - - 4 -

Mountain Lion - - - - 25

Total 4,224 12 342 153 149
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Put on trial as a predator, the bear can offer a good defense. It

is true that a few bear are predators, but as this game animal is a

scavenger he is blamed for killing every carcass on which he feeds.

Yet most of this prey died from various other causes before the bear fed

on it. This is now admitted by even the most pronounced critics of the

bear. The few bear that give the species a bad name should be killed and

reported. On the whole the bear should be protected as a game animal.

All life is predatory. But since we are largely the lords of

creation and by our boasted advancement interfere with the balance of

nature, we should assume the responsibility of so restricting other preda-

tors as to protect the species favorable to human life.

It is time that we were as much concerned with the protection of

our fish life as of big game and upland birds. No one questions the merit

of controlling the cougar or coyote. For like reasons we must control

certain diving birds when proven predators. The federal authorities recog-

nize this and as conservationists must give active and aggressive consider.

ation to this need.

Increasingly' we are forced to consider the wild house cat a very de-

structive predator. Vacated farms and abandoned lumber camps have left an

increasing number of cats which become wild and destroy the young and

nests of our birds. It has been said that the abundance of bird life

is in direct proportion to the scarcity of wild house cats. Something should

be done to control or destroy them.

The relationship of the predator in the natural balance of wild life

is a perpetual topic. More complete and analytical scientific information

is desired in order that the optimum balance in numbers of these animals

in the state may be determined&
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TAIB-R2,TORY WATERFOWL

One of the most important wild life problems of today is restora-

tioc, of migratot'y waterfowl. It is perhaps the most complex, involving

such other interests as drainage, irrigation, mosquito control, water-

power, agriculture, water pollution and even stock grazing. It is an

international problem in which Canada and Mexico play important parts.

Oregon has some of the most important waterfowl nesting areas in

the United States, the principal ones being the great marshes on -pper

Klamath Lake, Warner Lakes and Malheur Lake and numerous shallow tule

bordered alkali lakes in the central and southeastern part of the state.

Owing to drought conditions which have been becoming more serious annually

for several years, much of this summer nesting and feeding ground has been

dried up and thus destroyed as waterfowl nurseries. Of the great number

of wild ducks nesting or migrating through this state, the mallard and

pintail have maintained their numbers better than other species. Those

such as ruddy, redhead and canvasback ducks which food and nest on and

near deeper water have been sadly depleted in this drought period.

The same lakes and swamps constitute one of the greatest nesting

areas for the Canada goose on the American continent. Map No, H..183 page 37

shows the ratio of reduction of nesting and breeding areas in this

state and also the principal and secondary linos of flight. Table No. 6

page 36, gives the duck count made by the Biological Survey in 1935 and

1936.
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TABLE 6

WATERFOWL REPORT FOR 1935

Taken January 21-26 (Inc)

Species Count

Mallard
Baldpate
Green Winged Teal
Shoveler
Pintail
Red Head
Canvasback
Scaups
Ringnecks
Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Ruddy
Canada Geese
Brant

3,622
2,562

326

1

2,038
31

286

1,420
124
409
226

1,846
1,562

510

Total 14.963
Note-Whole state under ice at beginning of period. Conditions slightly

improved at close of period.

WATERFOWL REPORT- FOR 1936

Taker" January 2,1,25,26 (Inc)

Species, Count Species

Mallard
Gadwall
Baldpate
Green Winged Teal

Cinnamon Teal
Shoveler
Pintail
Wood Duck
Red Head
Canvasback
Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup

49,956
1,331

25,050
6,678

1;658
780

13,186
1,065
1,984

-4,481
250

8,161

Ringneck
Goldeneye
Bnfflehead
Ruddy Duck
Snow Goose
Ross' Snow Goose
White-Fronted' Goose
Canada Goose
Cackling Goose
Brant
Coot
Swan

Unidentified,

Total

Count

1.336
3,758
1.034
4,861

1

176
27,032

3,085
25,180

2,100

183,345

(Tabulations taken from day of highest count)
Complete to February 6, 1936

Source: U. S. 2i-JoGical Survoy
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UPLAND GAhE BIRDS

To produce and release enough upland birds to supply the over increas-

ing demand of hunters is very d5ificult. The food of these species is

varied, consisting of fruits, seeds, green vegetation, insects and worms.

The birds require places to conceal their nests where they will not be dis-

turbed by man or their natural enemies. On cultivated farms upland birds

can be maintained in sizeable populations by providing cover of brush, weeds

and grass along fences and in corners, in small untillable areas and in ad-

joining pastures or wood lots. Adjustments to provide for upland birds need

not interfere materially with other uses of land.

Oregon has provisions for contracts between the Game Commission and

any land owner. The Commission may issue script to the hunters. This is

collected by the landowner at so much per bird and is redeemed at 90 percent

of its face value. This method should encourage the land owner to raise a

game crop.

Table 7 page 39 shows the releases of upland game birds in counties

of Oregon. Graph No. H-210 page 40 e Ives a picture of the birds released

from 1925 to 1934 by species. In 1933, 27,277 upland game birds, 25,704

of which were Chinese pheasants, were released at an approximate cost of

$1.00 apiece. That year 55,168 hunting licenses yore issued and the hunters

reported a kill of 158,944 upland birds. Map No. B-133 page 41 shows the

game bird farms, holding pens and generalized distribution of upland

birds. Table No, 8 page 43 gives the location of the holding pens. The

holding pens are owned by sportsmen's organizations. The birds are

furnished by the Game Commission and are held in the pens until the



TABLE'', UPLAND BIRDS RELEASED IN 70UUTIES

County 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 Total
Baker 396 225 600 300 761 925 436 372 378 800 5,193
Benton 905 563 970 1,380 1,834 3,149 1,610 847 650 1,062 12,970
Clackamas 744 - 315 316 187 551 553 1,823 302 1,492 6,283
Clatsop 468 - 264 - 184 124 - 955 20 570 2,585
Columbia 96 - 696 375 308 117 126 427 25 396 2,56
Coos 216 89 588 808 448 814 343 602 100 300 4,3C
Crook 50 50 - 241 96 696 250 727 , 1,050 3,16
Curry 68 192 216 494 251 47 250 - 200 1,7:
Deschutes 294 516 636 449 600 672 262 566 50 316 4,36'
Douglas 360 600 500 471 628 619 516 1,393 240 1,116 6,44
Gilliam 275 300 399 575 1,200 -: 1 188 325 3,26
Grant 48 3 200 36 48 425 250 135 449 1,59:
Hamey - 170 738 - 72 99 217 700 159 729 2,86:
Hood River 246 - 600 300 348 350 450 700 36 850 3,8E
Jackson 192 32 877 487 804 1,569 2,067 1,617 132 2,206 9,986
Jefferson 72 604 2 - - 300 - 200 1,178
Josephine 144 - 564 300 156 132 - 414 - 249 1,95
Klamath - - 572 234 96 - 604 460 210 56,1 2,737
Lake 200 240 - 326 48 320 594 400 2,12
Lane 968 1,038 954 2,170 1,908 2,407 727 1,204 270 1,161 12,80'
Linn 693 1,315 2,203 2,031 701 2,799 1,127 1,536 300 804 13,50t:
Lincoln 300 24 180 - 24 139 3 - - 670
Malheur 84 931 - - 48 41 - 111 56 - 1,271
Marion 744 - 2,778 1,595

' 666 3,627 1,871 3, ?37 2,12f) 16,769
Morrow 120 - 518 - 1,041 1,200 222 300 3,401
Multnomah 38 - 192 100 170 146 596 1 672 1,911
Polk 444 795 664 1,19- 1,146 300 222 753 173 505 6,189
Sherman - - 50 - - 300 300 650
Tillamook 561 275 - 245 4 36 - 200 - 125 1,446
Umatilla 1,122 2,290 1,200 720 2,484 4,014 5,569 3,406 142 2,454 23,401
Union 723 675 600 1,380 1,605 1,306 710 700 - 1,185 8,884
Wallowa 300 300 300 624 300 382 400 408 - 709 3,723
Wasco 390 300 900 534 708 700 506 602 425 5,065
Washington 1,012 204 498 553 530 108 194 4012 48 1,135 5,294
Wheeler 475 - - - 24 24 200 - 200 923
Yamhill 660 300 1,035 1,335 2,142 60 1,866; 2,340 100 2,125 11,963
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hunting season is over. Then the birds are released. This enables the

birds released to raise a brood before the next hunting season.

Public opinion must be aroused to support,law enforcement in pre-

vention of preseason shooting of young birds. There should be strict

regulation of native birds to keep them from extinction when artificial

propagation is not practical. The scientific study of artificial prop.

agatime, of feeding habits and of diseases of native upland birds should

be continued and expanded.

Sagehen

Under primitive conditions this fine game bird grew in abundance

over all of the sagebruch area of eastern Oregon. It has been unable to

stand the encroachment of civilization and now occurs only on a few

scattered areas. However, under proper protection it is believed that a

material expansion in the area occupied and in numbers can be provided.

Ruffed Grouse or Native Pheasant and Blue Grouse

Grouse have progressively declined in number during the last twenty

years and they are comparatively scarce over their former range, The

inroads of civilization are the principal causes. The natural food

supply and cover are sufficient to support many times the present numbers

of birds, Plans to provide for such increase are recommended,

Quail

Quail, with few exceptions, are scattered over practically all of the

nonmforested lands of the state. They occur in greatest abundance along

the valleys and in the agricultural sections, Three species, the mountain

quail, the California or valley quail, and the bobwhite, which were intro-

duced, are found in the state. It is conservatively estimated that the
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OSPB
No. Location

TABLE 8

STATE GAME FARMS

County

1 Corvallis Benton

2 Eugene Lan°

3 Pendleton Umatilla

COOPERATIVE UPLAND BIRD HOLDING PENS

OSPB
No. Location County

OSPB
No. Location County

1 Baker Baker 22 Salem Marion
2 Corvallis Benton 23 St. Paul Marion
3 Macksburg Clackamas 24 Silvorton Marion
4 Canby Clackamas 25 Mt. Angel Marion
5 Needy Clackamas 26 Aurora Marion
6 Astoria CI at sop 27 Monitor Marion
7 St. Helens Columbia 28 Stayten Marion
8 Clatskanie Columbia 29 Monmouth Polk
9 Bandon Coos 30 Dallas Polk

10 Myrtle Point Coos 31 Independence Polk
11 Bend Deschutes 32 OrohaDd Polk
12 Redmond Deschutes Heights
13 Yoncalla Douglas 33 Pendleton Umatilla
14 Roseburg Douglas 34 La Grande Union
15 Myrtle Creek Douglas 35 Union Union
16 Burns Harney 36 Enterprise Wallowa
17 Hood River Hood River 37 West Union Washington
18 Ashland Jackson 38 Tigard Washington
19 Butte Falls Jackson 39 ForeSt Grove Washington
20 Klamath Falls Klamath 40 McMinnville Yamhill
21 Springiold Lane 41 Willamina Yamhill

42 Newberg Yamtill

Total capacity 9,160 Upland Gamo Birds
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quail population should be more than tripled.

Chinese Pheasants

The Chinese or ring necked pheasant, an introduced species from

China, has adapted itself to Oregon conditions in the most satisfactory

way. These fine game birds now occur in moderate abundance throughout

the farming districts. In many of these districts it is believed that

pheasantS can be multiplied.

Hungarian Partridges

The Hungarian partridge is an introduced species from central Europe

and has proved adaptable to Oregon, especially east of the Cascade Mountains.

This excellent game bird has increased until it occupies the non-forested

lands throughout the northeastern part of the state and a few favored

localities in the valley of western Oregon. It has adapted itself ad-

mirably to conditions in the dry, sagebrueh, rolling hill country.. Under

adequate protection and regulation of seasons and bag limits, greatly

increased numbers may be expected.

Sha1ptailed Grouse

The early settlers on the rolling, bunchgrass covered hills of

eastern Oregon found this excellent game bird in large numbers. It is

one of the species that disappeared rapidly with the advance of civil-

ization and the plowing up of its nesting range. It is almost extinct.

With possible retirement of submarginal lands in the northeastern part of

the state it may be possible to increase the numbers of this species.

The U. S. Biological Survey is planning reintroduction of this species in

the Malheur and Hart Mountain refuges.
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FISHERIES RESOURCES

Planning for conservation and perpetuation of fisheries resources is

the most complex wild life problem in Oregon. Development and utilization

of all the natural resources of the state demand , first, appreciation of

their interrelations and the conflicts that must often arise in their ex.'

ploitation; and, second, the foresight necessary to provide for harmonious

exploitation of them all. This last consideration is especially important

if we are to obtain the optimum yield, with proper conservation,. from all

our resources.. This ultimate aim cannot be accomplished if we develop one

resource at the expense of another.

The welfare of our fish life is most intimately connected with the

development of every other resource which touches upon the use of our waters,

minerals, grass, timber, watersheds and, in drainage areas, the soil itself.

The other users of water have already become aware of the damage from de.

forestation and unrestricted grazing, causing soil erosion, torrential run-

offs and diminished stream flows. The effect on fish life is no less marked,

for silting has ruined spawning gravels, and floods have destroyed spawn

and young fish.

These are results from volume of flow. In addition come problems from

introduction of injurious materials into the waters by mining properties,

industrial plants and cities. In placer mining regions the fine silt has

often smothered the greater part of the bottom - living forms of plant and

animal life which serve as fish food as well as ruined the act of fishing

by muddying the water. Wastes create problems which go hand in hand with

development of industries along our rivers. Wastes from pulp plants, fruit
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canneries, sawmills, etc., are all injurious to fish life, Addition of sew.

age from cities and towns is a difficulty that has already become acute.

Putrefying materials have so lowered the oxygen content of some streams as

to render them useless for support of fish, Users of water must learn to

consider the fish when undertaking any development which may affect the hab.

itat of this fish life and to avail themselves of the knowledge and experience

gained by experts and organizations sti that progress may not damage this

important resource.

With the above points in mind, we may consider the fisheries resources

of Oregon. These naturally fall into two main classes, sport and commercial.

These will be discussed separately and in detail.

Game Fish

The State Game Commission is rempensible for administration, artificial

propagation or hatchery work on game fish and for enforcement of regulations

through the State Police. This body works closely with the State Fish

Commission, the agency supervising commercial activities, and the United

States Bureau of Fisheries. Map No, B107 page 47 shows the location of egg

taking stations and hatcheries in this state, Graph No, H211 page 48 shows

the egg take of the various species of trout from 1925 to 1934 inclusive,

and tho number of fish released in that period.

The fisheries division of the State Game Commission, starting in 1921

with a few rundown hatcheries, has built up the plant to where they can raise

fifty million trout a year. The limiting factor is the take of the egg

taking stations. A few years ago the Commission decided that the natural

egg take was very unreliable, as storms, extreme temperatures and water con-

ditions would stop the run of spawning fish, These influences, beyond con-
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TABLE 9

GAME FISH HilCHERIES

OSPB
FOOD SUPPLY

MAP NO. NAME COUNTY CAPACITY REFRIGERATION

1 Nocanicum Clatsop 1,500,000 Yes
2 Cedar Creek Tillamook 2,000,000 Yes
3 Alsea Benton 10,000,000 Yes
4 Bandon Coos 1,500,000 Yes
5 Roaring River Linn 2,000,000 Yes
6 McKenzie Lane 3,000,000 Yes
7 Rock Creek Douglas 2,000,000 Yes
8 Willamette Lane 2,000,000 Uses McKenzie
9 Butte Falls Jackson 1,500,000 Yes
10 Klamath River Klamath 4,000,000 Yes
1.1 Diamond Lake Douglas 1,500,000 No
12 Fail River Deschutes 10,000,000 Yes
13 Oak Springs Wasco 2,500,000 Yes
14 Hood River Hood River 1,500,000 Yes
15 Union Union 1,000,000 Yes

TOTAL TROUT CAPACITY 46,000,000

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES COOPERATIVE HATCHERIES

1 Clackamas Clackamas 1,500,000 Uses Game Comm.
2 Butte Falls Jackson 3,500,000 Refrigeration
3 Dolph Creek Clackamas 4,000,000

TOTAL TROUT CAPACITY 9,000,000

EGG TAKING STATIONS

Town Lake
2 Bear Creek Jackson
3 Little Butte

Creek Jackson
4 Spencer Creek Klamath
5 Crane Prairie Deschutes
6 Elk Lake Deschutes
7 Paulina Lake Deschutes
8 East Lake Deschutes

Diamond Lake Douglas
9 Silent Creek Douglas
10 Short Creek Douglas
11 Lake Creek Douglas
12 Beaver Tillamook
13 River Mill Clackamas U.S.B.F.
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TABLE 9 (Continued)

BROOD LAKES

OSPB
MAPNO NAME COUNTY

1 Round Lake Coos
2 Woahink Lake Douglas

BROOD FISH

6 McKenzie Lane
10 Klamath River Klamath
7 Rock Creek

ABANDONED HATCHERIES

1 Elk Creek
2 Gales Creek
3 Canyon Creek
4 Delph Creek (now USBF Station)
5 Tumalo
6 Lake
7 Bingham Springs
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trol by the commission, limited the number of eggs that could be taken and

of trout that could be raised. The commission then developed the plan of

raising breed fish in a lake that could be seined if nature stopped the

natural run, thus assuring a constant supply of eggs. Round Lake was ac-

quired and planted with cutthroat trout. It takes approximately four

years for the fish to become spawners. In 1937 these cutthroat trout will

spawn and we will have a supply additional to the natural take of eggs.

Woahink Lake was this season taken over and planted as a brood lake and

should come into production of rainbow trout eggs in three or four years.

In later years it has been the policy to raise trout as large as

possible before releasing. Money to purchase food for the fish is the

limiting factor to the size they attain before being released. The trout

are fed lights, salmon flesh, salmon eggs, offal

pilchards and prepared foods. The price paid for such fish food in the past

has been as high as fifteen cents per pound. Now every state hatchery except

Diamond Lake has refrigeration facilities in which to freeze and keep food.

This storage has reduced the cost of fish food to around two cents per

pound. Naturally this enables the releasing of larger trout. Table No. 9

pages 49.50, shows the corresponding map number of the hatcheries, their

names, location and capacity.

Analyzing the number of trout released per license 1925 to 1934 and

the number reported caught per license in 1933 and 1934 shows the following:
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Year
Number
Anglers

No. Trout
Released

No. Trout Re-
leased per Angler

No. Trout
Caught

Trout Caught
Per Angler

1934
1933
1932
1931

1930

1929
1928
1927

1926

1925

70,022
63,696
57,449
71,154
79,888
78,750
74,853
71,923
70,622
68,938

17,771,100
10,710,000
17,797,700
22,457,463
19,773,336
22,943,397
19,642,678
25,237,815
17,347,376
31,316,236

253.7
199.4
309.7
315.6

247.5
291.3
262.4
350.9
245.6
454.2

2,707,248
3,297,277

38.7
61.4

The foregoing figures for trout caught in 1933 and 1934 do not give

a true picture, for many license purchasers refused to fill in the form

showing the number of fish taken and many made inaccurate returns. This

is the only tally we have on the number of trout taken in the state, and

the importance of making accurate returns cannot be overemphasized. We

must have 100 percent accurate returns if we are to check on the effective-

ness of fish propagation plans.

Table No. 10, page 54-55, shows the distribution of fish in the sev-

eral counties, giving the numbers of lakes and streams planted and of fish

released yearly. A ten year total of fish released is also shown. The

number of fish released in any one county is determined by the condition

of the lakes and streams and the fishing demand thereon. The facts are

ascertained by checks of licenses made by law enforcement officers, com-

bined with technical data.

In the program of planting fish the stocking of natural food for

them is important. Fresh water shrimp were obtained from the state of

Utah in 1921 and have been planted in our lakes and streams. This natural

food, with five other species, is being raised at the Clackamas and Fall

River hatcheries. This program of natural food stocking is showing results,
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and Crater Lake is an outstanding example of its effectiveness.

The United States Bureau of Fisheries in Utah developed a fall spawn-

ing rainbow trout. This fish was bred as carefully as our pedigreed live-

stock& Five years ago the Game Commission obtained 250,000 eggs of these

trout from Utah and raised them in the McKenzie hatchery. Oregon has

1,500,000 of these trout ready for release and 6,000 brood fish. This fall

spawning rainbow will make valuable addition to our sport fishing as they

are larger and of superior fighting powers.

What Becomes of the Fish Released?

To a certain extent trout prey upon each other. The natural pre-

dators of trout take their toll of the trout released. Then the inroad

of civilization, with unscreened irrigation ditohes, dams and turbines

through which the fish must pass and with industrial and municipal pol-

lution, multiplies the destruction,

The Game Commission has made a survey of about 1000 lakes and streams

in Oregon. This information was gathered as a basis for the planting program.

The United States Bureau of Fisheries has been conducting researches for

years and has solved many difficult problems. It is felt that a continuous

program of scientific analysis of individual streams will be of great value.

This should be pressed as soon as finances permit.

Maintenance of sufficient flow in streams to sustain fish life i8

indispensable. At present the Game Commission must check every appli-

cation for water rights and file an individual protest in case of conflict

to assure a sufficient supply of water in our streams. This is an impossible



GAME FISH PLANTED IN OREGON LAKES AFD STREAMS BY COUNTIES 1925-1934

TABLE 10 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930

County

L & S Trout :

P1 td. Released :

L & S Trout
?ltd Released:

r& S Trout :

Pltd. Released
L & S Trout :

Pltd. Released:
L e- S Trout L & S Trout
Pltd. Released: Pltd. Released

Baker 17 255,000 11 335,000 9 144,000 27 346,000 17 171,000 15 175,500
Benton 12 117,000 10 100,500 11 338,100 2 60,000 3 140,000 2 60,000
Clackamas 15 3,112,200 14 2,253,400 11 2,701,300 3 2,175,200 8 292,500 21 602,000
Clatsop 5 357,654 19 1,139,138 4 872,936 5 466,013 13 999,768 6 '86,978
Columbia 2 132,000 6 123,920 1 16,078 0 6 56,100 4 20,000
Coos 14 475,560 1 3 847,216 8 613,010 10 1,741,580 16 1,185,962
Crook 8 275,000 0 1116 4 90,000 2 70,000 2 45,000 0

Curry 10 416,380 0 6 131,753 5 28,000 6 62,000 10 432,100
Deschutes 17 3,136,000 10 106,700 11 2,753,793 23 1,467,000 22 1,495,315 15 980,209
Douglas 14 2,753,625 7 1,134,713 5 2,572,978 9 2,215,590 3 1,396,713 19 3,754,948
Gilliam 0 =le 0 - 1 25,000 0 0 0

Grant 31 1,454,300 14 816,680 5 131,000 3 321,300 25 489,332 18 307;000
Harney 1 80,000 4 175,000 0 &Mb 1 40,000 3 24,000 3 70,000
Hood River 15 1 ;490, 260 4 1,253,375 8 1,028065 5 992;345 9 2,744,593 9 2,154,700
Jackson 3 1,201,010 7 90,530 2 1,301%826 10 1,371,598 7 906,620 7 955,035
Jefferson 20 642,900 0 - 4 304,000 0 3 181,000 8 168,000
Josephine 0 1 9,000 1 , 9,000 1 30,000 0 - 0
Klamath 34 6,385,598 23 1,999,170 28 3,601,353 32 3,857,310 34 4,506,980 32 1,853,254
Lake 18 501,573 2 . 39,540 17 495,513 17 648,440 13 600,800 17 553,590
Lane 15 4,579,200 17 3,645,804 34 4,164,990 16 2,120,245 18 2,931,800 9 1,735,360
Lincoln 3 841,752 1 17,500 1 50,000 2 110,000 6 137,000 10 213,000
Linn 7 286,000 14 768,099 13 1,073,061 11 262,683 20 644,080 27 982,750
Malheur 2 130,000 7 160,000 1 30,000 2 40,000 4 490000 4 52,000
Marion 24 374,600 14 261,900 7 367,073 7 169,500 9 337,000 18 395,320
Morrow 0 0 1 40,000 1 14,000 1 10,000
Multnomah 1 210,000 0 00 0 2 21,320 3 52,000 4 70,000
Polk 2 99,000 3 66,500 3 117,000 3 61,900 5 113,500 7 94,080
Sherman 0 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 MO,

Tillamook 5 1,082,905 2 144,850 11 469,214 4 45 ;942 9 193,000 18 425;950
Umatilla 5 257,343 9 532,733 2 66,000 15 693,551 6 669,420 4 373,000
Union 11 242,000 16 1,026,999 1 232,674 10 309,931 11 135,600 11 398,500
Mallawa 8 693,476 15 593,000 12 881,115 10 698,400 9 571,942 1 '844,000
Masco 6 736;010 0 1 100,.000 3 891,000 9 1,485,100 11 1,212,300
Washington 6 522,990 8 548,300 7 128,680 0 6 132,596 8 78,800
Mheeler 4 50,000 0 1 30,000 0 MO 0 - 3 32,000
Yamhill 1 23,900 0 7 146,000 0 - 5 95,000 5 85,000



1931 1932 1933 1934 10 Year Period

County

L & S Trout : L & S
Pltd Released: Pltd.

Trout :L & S

Released :Pltd.
Trout : L & S

Released: ?ltd.
Thout
released Game Fish Released

Baker 13 264,300 10 131,500 9 185,550 13 301,600 2,3094475
Benton 2 45,000 2 20,000 8 150,000 8 155,000 1,285,600
Clackamas 15 756,100 34 750,300 15 342,200 16 507,500 13,492,700
Clatsop 5 478,000 36 562,300 23 436,900 22 501,500 5,9901,185
Columbia 2 13,000 10 273,000 3 ,300,000 10 300,000 1,234,098
Coos 10 1,128,000 14 1,458,500 8 321,500 12 1,107,500 8,878,828
Crook 2 18,000 17 95,000 0 --- 4 150,000 743,000
Curry 12 616,200 14 540,000 10 324,000 10 397,000 2,947,433
Deschutes 21 1,586,500 16 2,068,500 9 979,500 21 2,432,000 17,005,517
Douglas 10 3,604,800 8 2,063,000 -7 645,100 12 2,211,100 22,434,567
Gilliam 0 2 8,000 2 35,000 0 --- 68,000
Grant 11 266,117 0 11 371,050 7 330,000 4,486,779
Harney 1 40,000 8 103,000 0 --- 9 193,000 725,000
Hood River 1 1,770,000 5 1,075,400 7 426,000 8 411,600 13,346,638
Jackson 3 1,679,900 9 853,000 10 450,900 14 927,900 9,729,319
Jefferson 11 89,000 7 413,800 11 355,000 9 351,500 2,505,200
Josephine 3 329,600 2 379,900 2 750,000 4 518,000 2,025,500
Klamath 38 2,169,580 26 2,463,825 21 724,150 30 1,837,200 29,398,420
Lake 19 828,340 20 234,375 15 352,500 5 321,200 4,579,871
Lane 18 855,000 20 1,028,200 12 377,400 19 966,000 22,403,999
Lincoln 4 45,500 9 344,000 9 256,500 17 330,000 2,345,252
Linn 13 2,588,426 10 647,650 6 268,150 20 657,700 8,178,599
Malheur 2 18,000 1 8,000 4 68,600 0 --- 5554600
Marion 8 1544 500 11 682,650 10 257,800 20 342,700 3,343,043
Morrow 0 0 2 65,000 0 --- 129,000
Multnomah 16,000 1 25,000 0 --- 3 150,000 544,320
Polk 3 45,0'00 3 100,000 5 267,000 5 262,000 1,225,980
Sherman 0 1 48,000 1 40,000 1 70,000 158,000
Tillamook 12 615,000 15 430,000 13 575,000 18 616,000 4,597,861
Umatilla 5 330,100 0 13 212,000 13 139,000 3,273,147
Union 10 131,000 14 149,800 3 8,200 5 118,500 2,753,204
Wallowa 9 481,500 8 4,278,700 9 376,000 3 345,900 9,764,031
Wasco 6 1,0571000 7 437,100 3 239,000 5 369,100 6,526,610
Washington 5 60,000 5 94,000 7 325,000 8 350,000 2,240,366
Wheeler 112,000 10 105,000 0 --- 2 60,000 389,000
YamhilI 1 15,000 10 104,000 12 225,000 16 242,200 936,100
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task, and there should be evolved a general plan insuring 1/3 of the minimum

flow of streams for fish,

Irrigation Ditches and Diversions

Approximately 75 percent of the irrigation ditches and diversions

have not been screened. It has been estimated that 40 percent of the fish

life in streams having unscreened diversions for irrigation is destroyed.

This is rather expensive fertilizer to be using on our irrigated lands.

This situation is being rapidly corrected by cooperation between users of

irrigation water and the Game Commission. The Commission owns the patent

on a successful fish screen, has it manufactured at a low cost, and furnishes

engineering service for installation. In five years, screening of all irri-

gation ditches and diversions should be completed.

Pains

It is estimated that 50 percent of the dams in Oregon have accept.

able fish ladders. There are 149 developed dams with a total capacity of

2,708,865 acre feet and 88 potential dam sites with a total capacity of

5,883,510 acre feet in this state which act as barriers to the migration

of our adult fish to their spawning grounds in the upper reaches of the

rivers and creeks. Naturally if the ripe adult fish cannot reach their

spawning grounds, there will 'be no production of young fish to maintain the

stock. Many other dams are being proposed which will act as barriers to

the migration of fish. Others, such as the Bonneville dam, are under con-

struction. Bonneville dam will directly influence fish migration, and

consequently spawning, on upwards of 27,000 miles of streams in Oregon,

Washington, Idaho and British Columbia. The Grand Coulee dam will complete-

ly block migration to several thousand miles of the Upper Columbia and its
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tributaries. No one knows yet to what extent these dams will affect fish

life. Map No. B-182 page 59 shows developed and potential (1,:m

Dams are serious menaces to our fish life and can successfully be

combatted in three ways: by (1) removal of dams or obstructions that have

outlived their usefulness, (2) construction of fishladders on structures

or (3) construction of hatcheries with holding ponds in which species

may ripen, when dams are too high for fish to swim and the run affected is

large enough to justify the expense. It would be wise to have the arency

causing the dam or obstruction to be constructed contribute a continuing

sum for building and operating holding ponds and hatcheries and to let the

state rather than the agency conduct them. This is provided for in the

Oregon Commercial Fisheries Code.

Municipal and Industrial Pollution

Stream pollution is dangerous from a health standpoint and is ex-

ceedingly destructive to fish life. The streams in this state must be

cleaned up, and cities, towns and factories and industries such as mining,

cannery and lumber must be required to take care of their wastes. If this is

not done our fish life cannot be sustained. Medford and Grants Pass have

just finished their disposal plants and have cleaned up the sewage problem in

the Rogue River. However, the mining industry is pouring its waste into the

Rogue, not only damaging the spawning beds and killing the bottom- living

forms of plant and animal life but also causing the stream to be so muddy

hat fish cannot see the lure. This is decidedly unfair, and this industry

should be restrained from such a destructive practice. It is not the little

mining operator that is causing the trouble, but rather the large operators.

The state of California has statutes to remedy abuses by the mining industry

and this state would be wise in doing the same thing. We simply cannot
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have one resource exploited at the expense of others.

Protection should be carefully provided for fish relation to

forest uses such as splash dam logging; overgrazing, causing erosion and

silting; and deforestation, causing rapid runoffs, erosion and silting and

destruction of plant life that supplies insects for food and shade for

streams.

County Owned Lands

It seems vital that whenever land bordering streams or lakes comes

into county ownership through tax delinquency, the public, in repelling,

should reserve the right of citizens to fish on the shores. Land is being

purchased by persons who charge anglers to fish on their land. Acuteness

of this situation will increase and now is an opportune time, when much

land is coming into county ownership through tax delinquency, to-protect

future anglers. There is an act enabling the county courts to do this.

Rainbow Trout

This excellent game fish is found in practically all of the streams

and most of the lakes of this state. The rainbow is a flashy fighter,

leaping out of the water when hooked and putting up a spectacular battle.

These fish attain two to three pounds weight in our streams and two to

six pounds in lakes, and of course there are the usual exceptions in size.

The sea going or anadromous branch of the rainbow family is named the

steelhead.

Steelhead Trout

The stoolhead is called the king of trout, and rightly so. He

attains a weight of 8 to 15 pounds and is the champion of fighters.
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The steelhead when returning to fresh water from the ocean on their

spawning migrations inhabit most of the streams in the state. The Rogue

and the Umpqua Rivers are especially known as steelhead streams as the

fish will take a fly. In the other streams they are caught on spinners

and eggs. Closing the commercial season from November 30 to April 1 would

save nearly all of the steelhead now taken for profit, and still not

interfere with the taking of salmon.

Cutthroat Trout

This is another anadromous trout, and is known by many names. Return

ing to fresh water from the ocean on their spawning migrations they have

a silvery color and are called salmon trout, harvest trout and silver trout,

having many other local designations. The stay in fresh water causes

the silver color to vanish and then the features of the cutthroat appear.

The cutthroat should be given preference in restocking its natural habitat.

The pressure on our coastal streams has steadily increased and it is vital

that this area be restocked with this fish.

Eastern Brook Trout1111 11-.11

This trout was introduced to this oountry and is not native. We

soon found that he would not stay in our streams, and he is being planted

exclusively in lakes whence he cannot migrate.

Lock Leven Trout
.r.,FamONMato 1111.0.10.1.111.1111

The look leven or brown trout was introduced into Oregon. It is

recognized as a predator like the Dolly Vardeno The lock levens are a

good pan fish and furnish sport to hook and line fishermen.

Dolly Varden

This is a native trout, found in limited numbers in various streams
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of _the state. It iS against the law to propagate this trout artificially'

Salmon

The salmon contribute their share to the sportsman, Two species, the

chLnook and silver; take lures freely. They run in all of our coast streams

and in the Willamette and Columbia Rivers.

Spiny Rayed Fish

Salvaging and releasing of spiny rayed fish is becoming more important.

Many streams and lakes that will not support trout are ideal for spiny

rayed fish. Table No. 11 page 62 shows the number and species of spiny

rayed fish salvaged from 1925 to 1934 inclusive.

Care is taken in selecting these fish so that carp are not trans-

planted. It is also important to be certain that bass are not released

in trout lakes because of their predatory nature,

There has been a tremendous increase in anglers for spiny rayed fish.

These fish inhabit the more accessible streams and lakes. They have a

definite place in our fish propagation program. The species include bass,

crappies, bluegills, sunfish and catfish.

The fish are salvaged by seining in the Columbia and Willamette-

Sloughs, Coquille River, the Rogue and tributaries and in Clackamas and

Tillamook Counties. The only cost is that of seining and transportation.

Commercial Fisheries

Map No. 13..104 page.63 shows the location of present, proposed and

abandoned hatcheries and egg taking stations. Table No. 12 pages64-65

shows the name, county and capacity Tables Nos. 13-14 on pages 66-61;

shows eggs taken and fish released. Oregon's first fish cannery was
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TABLE 11

SPINY RAYED FISH SALVAGED

GAME COMMISSION 1925-1934

Year Bass
Crap-
pies

Catm

fish
Mise, Salmon & Rain- Cutts Steel-
Spiny ;hayed Trout bow throat head

Silver-
sides

Blue-,
gills

Eastern

__Brook Sunfish

1925 476,800
1926 7,065
1927 377,950
1928 1,000,179
1929 491,400
1930 153,565
1931 29,875
1932 505,898
1933
1934 281,322

975,500
26,300

1,202,650
992,600
635,506
187,900
94,100

3,363,.275
110

1,881,563

1,241,400
1,397,940

563,050
1,468,694

566,500
743,100
884,650

1,153,869

566,134

157,553

136,583

-

-

-

350,356

-

-

-

300

45,000
-

38,680
6,067

139,056
236,176
97,400
63,158

IMP

120,00
-

169,500
19,622

MID

74,135
-

4,455
-

5,230

Ear

836,083

0)

Total 3,324,054 9,359,394 8,585,337 294,136 350,356 300 89,747 535,790 309,122 78,590 5,230 336,083
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TABLE 12

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATIONS

OSPB
MAP NO. NAME COUNTY CAPACITY

1 alaskanino Clatsop 4,000,000
2 Nehalem Tillamook 5,000,000
3 Trask Tillamook 5,000,000
4 Alsea Lincoln 30.000,000
5 Coos Coos 7,,000,000
6 Umpqua Douglas 8,000,000
7 'Willamette Lane 9,000,000
8 Cogswell Creek Lane 5,000,000
9 Gate Creek Lane 5,000,000
10 South Santiam Linn 4,000,000
11 North Santiam Marioh 7,000,000
12 Columbia Multnomah 17,000,000
13 Herman Creek Hood River 3,500,000
14 Wallowa Wallowa 5,000,000
15 Yaquiud Rivbr Lincoln
16 Coquille Coos
.17 Rogue Curry

PROPOSED FISHERIES STATIONS

1 Ox Bow Springs Hood River
2 Deschutes River Deschutes

1 Beaver
2 Siuslaw
3 Scottsburg
4 Molalla
5 Applegate

ABANDONED FISHERIES STATIONS

COMMERCIAL EGG TAKING STATIONS

1 Ten Mile Lake Douglas
2 Reserve Lane
3 Hendricks Bridge Lane
4 Breitenbush Marion

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES COOPERATIVE STATIONS

1 Clackamas Clackamas
2 Upper Clackamas Clackamas
3 Butte Falls Jackson
4 Trail Jackson



OSPB
MAP NO.

1

2

65.

TABLE 12 (Continued)

PROPOSED EGG TAKING STATIONS

NAME

Tahkenitch Lake
Siltcoos Lake

COUNTY

Douglas
Douglas



TABLE 13

Spring
Year Chinook

1925 39,699,571
1926 51,149,839
1927 44,464,055
1928 60,162,807
1929 52,796,736
1930 52,003,024

1931 30,720,097
1932 58,652,728

*1933 IMO

1934 36,458,166

Total 426,107,023

1925 41,650,083

1926 37,076,844
1927 44,648,799
1928 35;009,872
).929 57,866,906
1930 44;295,844
1931 46,714,473
932 28;480,579
933 52,650,842

$934 33,444,147

Total 421,838,389

EGGS TAKEN BY FISH COMMISSION, 1926-1034

Fall
Chinook

Silver-
sides Steelheads Sockeyes Yanks

Ln.r.dloc-kea
'

B1uebrtolc Chums

28,225,399 26,259,530 4,603,656 6,489,000 5,749,950

10,898,926 17,798,510 11,741,040 4,410,728 1,021,000

14,084,182 11,983,780 9,106,122 3,709,455

13,756,160 6,225,100 4,484,378 2,608,830 - 1,250,000

3,503,000 8,928,070 8,068,000 4,953,200 - 2,205,046 800,000

12,354,880 7,986,960 7,926,343 1,822,800 - 3,255,600 30,000

2,774,060 14,44,830 5,789,292 4,759,860 - 1,565,820

4,237,600 13,056;697 4,087,227 3,392,340 400,360

1,92,760 3,209,990
2,805,000 10,021,946 5,508,970 - 1,002,680

92,659,207 1.18,':82,083 64,525,618 32,146,213 6,77'x,950 9,279,146 1,23'7,360

FISH LIBERATED BY FISH COMMISSION, 1925-1934

15,664;658 12,652,336 4,357,874 3,487;127 246;700 Oa 40

26;812;442 9,335,539 3,438,900 2,503,100 MO

10,390,529 17,487,240 5,317,076 2,901,000 277,500

13,600,554 12,920,329 3;791,433 4,978,280 754,600

13,099,264 10,491,355 6,639,005 1,858,145 146;000 792;700

3,399,527 5,905;810 4;716;382 2,529,363 942,476 29,688

11,798,952 13;162;634 3;915;836 4,535;215 3,574,400

2,885;975 6;553,838 2;880,266 3;270;790 1,426 ;000 264,900

1,483,550 10;507;869 1,758,906 3,064 ;485 29,000

2,596,640 9,433,400 4,236,479 3,217,000 OP

101,732,091 120,666,85 46,948,796 33,280,305 2,749,800 7,149,976 1,087;288

Due to change in Fiscal year.



TABLE 14 FISH REPORTED CAUGHT FISH COMMISSION (In Pounds)

Year Chinook
Steel -

heads Sockeye

Silver-
sides Chums

Sturgeon
Mhite Green Smelt Shad Bass Humpies

1926 16,973,659 3,241,256 913,454 9,117,969 978,548 150,359 16,714 1,592,1171927 14,714,888 1,734,626 196,219 6,826,209 3,495,321 86,513 24,383 1,372,2041928 11,995,049 1,811,288 1G3,760 5,402,221 5,796,027 89,244 15,992 1,283,3971929 11,248,552 1,677,735 356,368 6,929,141 2,436,026 93,817 20,985 1,078,2861930 11,810,396 1,858,695 259,807 8,308,245 667,865 78,133 18,412 1,280,0541931 13,804,121 1,819,742 106,124 4,808,514 1,716,226 66,466 12,416 435,306 1,311,903 18,1531932 10,221,448 1,204,037 24,800 7,780,076 817,552 32,948 9,954 233,993 626,325 17,5571933 12,561,803 1,404,365 83,224 4,958,549 1,232,875 34,886 16,159 544,918 360,810 24,0211934 12,249,752 1,581,277 211,370 7,074,866 1,059,019 43,701 7,374 564,036 909,581 27,4121935 12,316,601 1,590,341 38,012 13,173,818 1,198,807 52,863 6,897 161,423 745,164 24,118 67



TABLE 15

FISH COMMISSION RECEIPTS, 1925-1934

Year
Number License
Licenses Fees

Poundage
Fees

Crab
Fees

Clam
Fees

Oyster
Fees

Sale of Con- Fish,Crab &
Fines fiscated Prop.Oyster Tags Sundries

1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

6,716

9,439
6,394
4,827
5,642
5,307
4,650
4,060
3,328
4,833

$31,637.62
31,595.50
30,766.67
28,747.16
28,756.44
26,611.77
28,811.73
25,464.24
20,225.82
28,644.02

$ 222,063,03
190,567.70
131,562.43
121,482.01
119,305.20
118,785.54
77,491.75
97,145.60
42,549.27
82,059.63

$ 135,34
172.42
173.69
105.48
269.62
126.10
272.62
314.97
184.74
703.14

$ 135.34
172.42
173.68

, 105.49
269.61
126.10
84.78

157.45
96.49

130.69

--

29.12
36.33
--
---

90.44
107.71
73.55
24.00
25.25

$ 2,434.52 $ 629.68
2,610.58 377.38
2,127.61 902.74
3,406.50 870.21
3,715.65 537.21
3,267,65 822.61
2,617.80 1,919.30
987.65 280.73
545.00 585.29

1,284.30 610.79

immr

mk.m

4011411O

110.00

1,495.49
470.111
355.64

$ 1,689.88

7,648.63
10,447.06
1,823,88
464.72

4,727.06
3,263.03
5,285.69
5,707.32

502.21

Total 55,196 $281,260.97 $1,202,812.16 $2,458.12 $1,452.05 $386.40 822,997.260 7,535.94 $2,431.24 0 41,559.48
rn

FISH COMMISSION DISBURSEMENTS, 1925-1934,

Year
Fish
Warden

Director of
Hatcheries

Miscella-
nexus

Investiga-
tion

Patrol
Service

Commis-
sioners

Office

Expense Hatcheries

1925 $ 5,545.52 $ 6,977.02 $ 38,688.87 $.,6,918.10 $ 42,775.93 $1,126.11 $ 14,515.39 $138,154.271926 5,791.25 6,734.71 34,504.40 :8,106.51 44,849.93 1.000.95 11,845.88 153,703.661927 7,945.54 7,782.65 10,638.90 3,704.24 24,548.82 1,147.20 13,351.59 117,453.211928 4,8/4.24 5,960.61 19,646.78 5,615.98 17,094.35 795.83 12,194.04 91,676.521929 3,969.20 4,747.87 34,346.53 2,622.03 1;546.45 584.00 13,278.25 86,837.041930 3,936.60 4,665.65 42,572.94 3,361.66 24,354.43 481.25 13,167.77 77,987.881931 3,960.45 4,567.40 17,162.62 5,373.53 23,721.16 565.30 13,118.06 67,849.211932 3,616.90 4,284.35 33,197.54 13,442.78 9,189.80 337.75 12,202.83 58,425.851933 1,823.96 2,088.95 44194.71 6,933.83 4,562.11 6,705.25 25,384.241934 3,096.20 3,562.10 28,485.14 13,096.48 650.75 10,294.04 50,716.39

Total $44,499.86 $51,371.31 $263,438.43 $69,175.14 8217,909.80 015,689.14 $120,67340 $868 188.27
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SEAL AND SEA LION FUND RECEIPTS SEAL AND SEA LION FUND BOUNTIES PAID

1925-1934 1925-1934

Year Number Amount
Number
Taken Amount

1925 $ 10,105.00 1,555 $ 7,775.00
1926 9,640.00 547 2,638.50
1927 2,464 8,385.00 1,811 13,765.00
1928 2,340 8,092.50 930 6,975.00
1929 2,274 7,652.50 647 5,000400
1930 1,991 6,857.50 718 7,170.50
1931 1,723 5,920.00 587 5,832.00
1932 1,456 4,748.48 344 1,720.00
1933 17 42.50 67 335.00
1934
Total 12,265 61,443.48 7,206 $ 52,161.00

Sources: Oregon State Fish Commission Biennial Reports
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erected in the spring of 1867. The output grew from 4,000 cases valued

at $84,000 to 700,000 worth four to five million dollars in 1895. Since

1895 the number of cases per year has fluctuated noticeably. The annual

value of output is estimated at 10 million dollars. Table 17, page 72

gives salmon pack on Columbia River and coastal streams.

From 1895, the period of greatest productivity, a deprease in the

annulii pack was noticeable from year to year, the lowest point being

reached between 1908 and 1913. In 1910 the modern method of hatching and

feeding became a reality. A four year cycle period after that a distinct

increase in pack was evident. This occurred in 1914, when the pack was

almost double that of the preceding year. This increase, due to efficient

artificial propagation, was remarkably steady and constant until 1921. This

year and 1922 showed a shortage of 200,000 cases, due to intensified oper-

ation of purse seins off the river mouths.

In an attempt to correct this condition, regulatory measures affecting

purse some operations were passed during the legislative sessions of 1917

and 1919. The 1921 legislature abolished purse seines off the coast. At

the same session a statute was passed regulating sale of troll caught

salmon. Unfortunately, the 1923jegislature saw fit to repeal this act.

Some relief was obtained by elimination of purse seines. Tho annual

salmon pack was again on tho increase for two or three seasons. In the

meantime, the trollers, encouraged by the discontinuance of a strong com-

petitor, the purse seine, entered the field in earnest. A few short months

saw the fleet of troll boats doubled and trebled, and these have gradually

increased until now. Today, this fleet numbers thousands and represents

hundreds of thousands of dollars of capital. This powerful and efficient
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agency is devoted to harvesting of our immature salmon crop.

The effect of ocean trolling is undeniably reflected in the decreased

run of salmon in our rivers. This is true in spite of redoubled efforts by

our hatcheries, which have taken roughly seventy-four million eggs and re-

leased seventy-three million salmon annually 1926 to 1934 in a futile

effort to close the gap. This effect is becoming so apparent through dim-

lashing returns: anti scarcity of salmon in our streams, that citizens

are rapidly approaching the conclusion that something must be done at

once if we are to enjoy the benefits of this great industry in years to

comp.

Pointedly, outside fishing should be regulated or eliminated, as our

salmon crop shnAdbe allowed to mature before it is harvested.

Next to regulation of ocean trolling, removal or correction of art-

ificial and natural barriers to travel by adult anadromous fish, so that

these species may reach the spawning grounds in the upper reaches of the

rivers and creeks,and protection of the young downstream migrants against

wholesale destrUction in water diversions and pollution are important

policies. Naturally, if the ripe adult fish cannot reach their spawning

grounds there will be no natural production of young fish to maintain the

stock. Our diversions must be screened, and municipal and industrial

pollution must be cleaned up. It has been noted that closing a stream to

commercial fishing will not increase the run unless artificial restocking

is carried on. The Nestucca River is an outstanding example of this.

This stream has been closed to commercial fishing for many years, with no

apparent increase in the number of returning salmon.

Future of Ocean Fishing

There is much room for expansion in ocean fisheries other than
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TABLE 17

SALMON PACK

Year Columbia River Coastal Strrr, of Oregon

Cases* Cases*

1880 530,000 7,772
1881 550,000 12,320
1862 541,000 19,186

1883 629,400 16,156
1884 620,000 12,276
1885 553,000 9,310

1886 448,500 49147
1887 356,000 73 996
1888 372,477 92,863
1889 309,885 98,300
1890 435,774 47,009
1891 398,953 24,500
1892 487,338 83,600
1893 415,876 52,778

1894 490,100 54,815
1895 634,696 77)378
1896 481,697 87,360
1897 552,721 6,0,158

1898 487,944 75,679
1899 332,774 82,04.
1900 358,772 12,237
1901 390,183 58,618
1902 317,143 44,236
1903 339,577 54,681
1904 395,104 98,874
1905 397,273 89,055
1906 394,898 197,332
1907 324,171 79,712
1908 243,341 53,478
1909 274,087 58,169
1910 391,415 103;617
1911 543,331 15,828
1912 285,666 77,765
1913 266,479 42,441
1914 455,500 116,335
1915 558,534 80,499
1916 547,805 81,843
1917 555,218 84,099
1918 591,381 92,457
1919 580,028 76,284
1920 481,545 35,061
1921 323,241 15,754
1922 392,174 26,287
1923 480,925 47,411
1924 500,872 61,403
1925 540,452 55,686
1926 479,723 31,001
1927 518,809 48,619
1928 446,646 10,047
1929 422,117 15,060
1930 429,505 12,333
1931

'to

353,699 12,834
*Reduced common basis of forty-eight 1-pound cans to the case
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salmon. The state of Maine plans to market ocean fish in Oregon through

four-day transportation. We might well take up the loss in our fishing

industry caused by the decline of the salmon with the expansion of our

other ocean fishes. It has been said that albacore, shrimp and bottom

fishes, such as halibut, flounder, solo, cod, redsnapper and mackerels

aro in paying quantities in Oregon waters.

The Pacific salmons, frequenting coastal waters of America from

Monterey, California, to the Arctic, and on the Asiatic side as far south

as Japan, include five species of the genus Oneorhynchus. A distinguish-

ing fact about the five species is that they spawn in fresh water. but

spend most of their lives in the ocean; returning at maturity, usually

to the localities where they were hatched, and where they die after spawn-

ing. For food purposes they are, in general, at their best about the time

of leaving the sea.

Chinook Salmon

The largest variety is the chinook. This averages twenty-two

pounds in weight. In its prime the body is silvery, with-.round black

spots on the back, tail and dorsal fin, and a peculiar metallic luster

on the head. The prevailing life period is from four to six years. The

principal runs occur in spring and summer, but in many districts the fish

can be taken the year round. The chinooks of the Columbia River have the

highest reputation for quality and bring the highest price. The use of mild

cured chinook has increased in the past ten years.

Blueback Salmon

This salmon known on Puget Sound as sockeye, Alaska as red, was for

many years the principal species canned on the Columbia River and is espec-

ially desirable for this purpose because of its firmness, color and attractive
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qualities. The average weight is a2 pounds, in the Columbia, the color

being clear bright blue above and silvery below. The principal runs appear

in early summer, and the prevailing life period varies from three to four

years in the Columbia and Puget Sound to five or six years in Alaska. It

is equal to chinook in price.

Silver Salmon

The silver, known in other localities as coho or medium red, at its

prime is silvery, merging into greenish on the back, with a few faint black

spots. The average weight is eight pounds, and the principal run is from

July to November. The life period is three years in southern range and four

years in Alaska. The Oregon caught silversides have lately gained some

recognition as of more attractive quality than the average pack. This species

is very popular as a fresh or frozen fish and increasing are marketed

in this form as well as mild cured preparation for smoking.

Pink Salmon

The pink salmon is individually the smallest and is the most numerous

of the species. It is used almost entirely for canning, the pack of late

years for exceeding that of any other variety, The weight averages four

pounds. The color is bluish above and silvery below, with many round black

spots on the posterior and upper parts and a few large black spots on the

tail. On approaching the spawning season the back takes on a distinctive

humped appearance; hence the local name of humpback salmon. The life period

is invariably two years, and the principal run is in later summer. The

price, as the fish loses its color in canning, is comparatively low, making

this species a very economical food. This species is seldom seen in the

Columbia River.
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Chum or as. Salmon

The chum or dog averages nine pounds in weight, and at its prime it

is silvery on the sides, sometimes sprinkled with small black specks

having faint traces of gridiron bars, the fins and back being dark. AS

the season advances the bars become more distinct and a reddish color

appears on the sides. The life period i8 three, four or five years, and

the run continues from early summer to later fall.

Steelhead Trout

The steelhead or sea run rainbow trout is commonly classed with the

Pacific salmons, but is more closely related to the Atlantic salmon. Its

weight runs from eight to fifteen pounds. Its flesh is of excellent

quality, in view of which it is highly prized on the fresh and frozen fish

markets; but when processed it is pale in color, and accordingly compara-

tively little is canned*
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THE PILCHARD INDUSTRY

Development of the pilchard industry in this state and in California

had ita inception twenty-eight years ago in the warehouse of one of the

present packers of a nationally known brand of canned fish. The favorable

positidn occupied in the American market by imported sardines, notably

those From Spain, Portugal and Norway, and presence of this type of fish

in abundant quantities in the waters off the Pacific Coast led to the

obvioud conclusion that a valuable resource could be converted to use.

Beginning the experiment in a very small warehouse room with a few empty

five gallon cans and a butcher knife, this packer initiated a type of

pack that has now become known as the one pound oval. VariouS other pack-

ages and methods of preparation have arisen until two to three million cases

of thib product are going annually -into domestic and foreign markets.

Not until recent years was much thought given to extraction of oil

and production of meal as a by-product of this industry. The offal from

canned sardine manufacture, containing valuable food elements and highly

productive proteins, had been allowed to return as waste to the waters

of the ocean adjacent to plants.. This resulted, during the first sixteen

to eighteen years of the industry, in loss of millions of dollars as fish

meal and oil.

With development of this phase of production, there arose a problem

of considerable consequence to packers in California and reaching the

borders of Oregon's operationsthat of determining to what extent the

sardine could be taken without depleting the permanent supply. The

industry is divided into two schools of thought: one based upon the theory
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that it is safe to take such natural resources of a commonwealth as may be

necessary for the sustenance of human life in that particular locality,

and the other that economic needs justify regulations so that resources

contributing thereto may be utilized to the utmost without danger of loss.

As a result of these theories we have two types of operators: one who

operates a floating reduction plant alone; and another who combines packing

and reduction,

Early efforts in the industry in California to obtain a consistent

. basis of development resulted in imposition by the packers of an arbitrary

tonnage that each plant might take during the productive season,in that

locality and the fixing of a definite number of cases that must 'be packed

from each ton of fresh fish taken. This regulation acted as a deterrent to

the unrestricted processing of fish for meal and oil only and temporarily

met the need of a rapidly developing phase of the industry.

Within recent years, however, this regulation has encountered unfore-

seen obstacles that have taken the problem to the halls of our national

cc:ingress. With the discovery that those fish could be taken on the high

seas and processed there outside the jurisdiction of any state without re-

striction, there sprang into being what is at present known as the floating

reduction plant. Capable of taking and reducing pilchard in hitherto

unbelievable quantities, those operators have occasioned considerable con-

cern on the part of the shore operators from the standpoint of maintaining

a sound economy in the canned sardine and fish meal and fish oil market.

Out of this development there has resulted national legislation looking

toward definite exploration of the supply of this type of fish. the

scope of the study will be more comprehensive than surveys heretofere
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attempted and should result in establishing in a measure, definite relation

cf domestic and foreign production within this industry.

The oil obtained by the reduction process-is used extensively in the

production of the very finest of shortenings, in paint, in the tanning of

leather, tempering steel, as a base for spraying fruit trees, in the highest

quality Of soaps and in constantly increasing application to various other

food and industrial requirements, Fish meal is used widely as poultry and

livestock food, as well as for the fertilization of valuable shrubs, lawns,

trees, etc., which do not readily respond to other artificial stimulation

of growth. This meal is also known to be highly valuable as food for

young fish such as those in hatcheries.

Th9 present development of the industry in Oregon represents an

investment in shore reduction plants of approximately $1,000,000, and boats

with an approximate value of $1,500,000, engaged exclusively in the search

for what is known in this state as the pilchard and in California as the

sardine, Although the industryisconidered highly speculative, every inw

dication here is that a fish of-such quality as to reach almost unbelieve-

able production figures in the fall and early winter, due to a peculiarly

adaptable climatic condition, will prove the incentive for intense efforts

to provide boats for operation during those months. With the construction

of an Oregon fleet of boats, manned by residents of the state thoroughly

acquainted with water _and climatic conditions, there could be but one out

Come, an industry that would rival others already built on the fish

resource.
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Pilchard Regulations

Oregon legislation applying particularly to the fish reduction indus-

try is found in chapter 409 of the Laws of 1935. The products of this

industry include flour, meal, scrap, fertilizer and oil. No salmon caught

by purse seine may be canned within the state. But other species of fish

when taken outside the jurisdiction of the state may be processed in Oregon

regardless of the gear with which they were caught.

The Fish Commission is authorized to regulate the sanitar conditions

of canneries, reduction, plants and watercraft. The Commission is aepowered

to Set "the proportion or percentage of sardines, pilchard, herring or

other species of fish other than salmon to be used for reduction purposes."

The Commission has authority to designate the species which may be used in

reduction processes. It has "full jurisdiction" over sardine or pilchard

packing, the purpose being "to assure a quality product and prevent the

using of certain substitute oils resulting in inferior grades."

Processors, including canners and reducers, pay a special tax of

two and one-half cents on each hundred pounds of fish used. Salmon are

exempt from this tax, coming under a law of 1930. Money collected le's- fish-

inr licenses and taxes .roes into the state's hatchery fund, with the pro-

viso that 45 per cent of all such revenue may be used in the port district

of origin to afford accommodations for boats and otherwise facilitate

the industry.

Smelt

Smelt or candle fiSh (eulachan) are an anadromous fish. Tho- run in

the Sandy ;liver. A special license is required to take this fish and the

limit of an individuals catch is 100 pounds in any one day. There is no
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limit on the amount a commercial fisherman may take.

fifty cents is to be devoted to improving the Sandy

and smelt fishing purposes.

It has been suggested that the Game Commission

smelt in years of little or no natural run and thus

of these fish.

The license fee of

River for anaing

could release mature

increase the number
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SELL FISH

An Oregon coast census of shell fish reveals a most discouraging con-

dition. The razor clam is almost extinct except in part of Clatsop County.

Stream pollution threatens to exterminate oysters. Few large crabs are

found any more except off shore.

Clams

For commercial clam taking a 05 license and payment of a fee of $2 on

each ton caught are required. T-ere is no limit on the commercial catch.

For his own home use anyone may take clams, cra,s, mussels and crawfish.

10 itcense is required, but the catch is limited to three dozen razor clams

or six dozen mussels per day. Except in Clatsop County, no clams but cockel

may be used for bait. Clams or oysters may not be taken from June 20 to

September 20 in Clatsop or Tillamook Counties for shipping out of those areas

for sale. Commercial catching of clams is forbidden the year round in Netarts

Bay, Tillamook County. Commercial clam taking is forbidden near state parks,

and it is unlawful to move an automobile into beds of these shell fish.

Razor clams shorter than three and one-half inches may not be caught.

It seems necessary to limit commercial taking of clals on the Clatsop

beaches, and elseWhere to prohibit it for a few years. Division of the

state into clam districts has been suggested, with digging permitted each

year in a different part of each district. Mud clams are so depleted in

some regions that only limitation can keep them from sharing the fate of the

razor. It may be that a reduction of the take of 3 dozen per day should

be made to conserve the species.
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Oysters

Oysters are native to some Oregon bays, and commercial interests have

promoted legislation for the protection and expansion of this species. Here

is a valuable seafood which is threatened by public acceptance of the idea

that a stream is always a fit place to deposit waste. Both cities and in-

dustries are damaging coastal life by stream pollution.

Crabs

Crabs have already disappeared from Oregon's bays and inlets. There

they formerly abounded. Attempts at the important task of preserving and

restoring crabs include a closed season consisting of July, August and

September. The closed season does not apply in Lincoln, Curry, Clatsop

or Douglas Counties, and leaves unaffected the taking of crabs which are

not shipped out of the county where caught and are not canned. This

closed season includes Yaquina Bay in Lincoln County. Crabs less than six

inches across the back from point to point may not be taken for commercial

use, but there is no restriction for individual use. This law should be

made applicable to individuals.

Rakes or submerged pots may not be used to catch crabs in Yaquina or

Siletz Bays or Rivers. The only device legal there is the regular open net

called a ring or hoop.

Crawfish

Except in Clatsop County a closed season is provided from March 1

to October 31 on capturing crawfish by the use of the regular pots.
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CONSERVATION

Wild life conservation treats of the relations of wild animals,

particularly birds, mammals and fish, to human welfare. It constitutes

the science and art of controlling, protecting, producing and utilizing

wild life in order to realize the largest possible human benefits from

their existence and use. The action which has been taken tod e to

accomplish this includes establishing refuges, legislation regulating open

seasons and bag limits, law enforcement, artificial propagation, management,

scientific investigation and education.

Refuges

The entire state is legally a refuge for wild life during closed

seasons. Certain areas have been set aside as refuges during open seasons,

particularly so for big game and for migratory waterfowl. Refuges are

created where conditions of land and water are optimum for the species

it is intended to foster. In theory a refuge serves as a safeguard against

extreme depletion of breeding stock. Inasmuch as the game is not molested

and lives in an optimum environment, the species will increase rapidly

and overflow into the surrounding country. However, refuges do not always

perform the functions for which they are established and many become problems

because animals do not migrate. Map No. 8110 page 83 shows the present

refuges in Oregon. Table 18 pages 85-S0 gives the map number, nem°, county

acreage, feature and game protected.

The land planning program now being carried forward embraces the idea

of fitting the use of areas to our social and economic needs. The immediate

means is to retire poor agricultural land to forestry, watershed protection,

grazing, recreation and wild life, whichever best answers social or economic

need. Wild life benefits, no matter what other purpose is active. Such a



TABLE 18
17re75n-Forest

STATE AND FEDERAL PRESERVES AND REFUGES

(National) Region 6 1937

Forest Name

:State:
or : Total

:red11: Acreage

:Acreage Grazed:
: by
:Domestic Stock:

: Per Cent of
Itio. and Class of Stock: Total C. C.

:Date

:Cre-
C&H S&G : Used by Stock:ated

Desclautes Deschutes* State 0201,680 164,000 150 12,200 65

Three Sisters
" °

21,760 21,760 700 40 1928

Fremont Mule Deer Game Refuge 149,120 146,560 1,000 18;000 85 1929

Malheur Canyon Creek 84,480 73,000 990 6;000 65 1935

Myrtle Park 83,200 74,880 1,643 1,400 90 1933

Ochoco Ochoco 81,334 81,334 300 13,000 90 1931

Rogue River Prospect 8,960 3,000 50 500 30 1932

Siskiyou Oregon Caves Refuge 20,000 10,000 200 0 50 1926

Siuslaw Grass Mountain ft
32,221 150 30 35 15

Umatilla Mount Emily 20,400 20,400 1,100 75 1933

Wallowa
Willamette

Wallowa Mtn. Sheep Refuge
Salt Creek

64,640
41,600

59,040
2,000

5,500
1,800

75

6

1929

194
Three Sisters 231080 13;500 2,200 58 1929

Totals 13 RiSil es 832,415 669,624 6,063 61,735

GAME AREAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICTIONS

1937
: :Acreage Grazed:

Date Area : Total : by :No.and

Established : Acreage :Domestic Stock:

:Per C'ont of

Class of Stock:Total C. C.

iwiwwwmomlomm.Wwwi.W.WwW .w-.wWWWw.
.

:

Forest : CM S&G :Used by Stock

188-6-cfoseZin

Mt. Hood Bull Run Watershed public 1904 158,310 - - - -

Rogue River Ashland Canyon (City of
Ashland Watershed) 13,000

Umatilla Mill Creek Watershed 1918 8,740
Wallowa Bear Creek 1917 1,600
Whitman City of Baker Watershed 1912 9,700 Closed to grazing and hunting&

City of La Grande Watershed 1935 13,400 Closed to grazing.
Backout 1928 4,000 Closed to grazing to provide

summer range for game.
Min= C&H Range 1931 20,480 19,258 500 50 )

Livestock reduced 50% to provide)
winter feed for deer and elk. )

Basin Creek 1937 8,000 Closed to grazing to provide
summer range for game.

Totals 217,230 19,258 500
* Area in Deschutes Forest. 0 Boundary revised 1935.
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STATE

TABLE 18a

GAJ.,-iE REFUGES

OSPB
No. Name County iareage Feature Game

101 Sturgeon Lake Washington. 2,200 A- D E
Columbia

102 Multnomah County Multnomah ABC D E

105 Carlton Lake Yamhill 2,800 B D

104 Corvallis Watershed Benton 9,120 C E F

105 Grass Mountain Lane 31,040 C E F

106 Whitetail Doer Douglas 21,440 C E P

107 Cow Creek Douglas 114,240 C E F

108 Oregon Caves Josephine 30,000 C E F

109 Prospect Jackson 8,960 C E I'

110 Salt Creek Lane 41,600 C E F

111 Three Sisters Lanc 46,080 C E F
Deschutes

112 Columbia & Deschutes Sherman 320* A
Rivers

113 John Day & Columbia Sherman 23,360 A D
Rivers Gilliam

114 Columbia River Morrow 28,200 A D

115 State Owned Lands Marion
KEY0.

Feature Game

A Natural Lake Marsh or Slough D Waterfowl H - Elk

B Artificial Lake E - Upland 1 - Mt. Sheep

C - Upland F - Deer J Off Shore
Birds

R - Rookery G - Antelope

* National Park Service
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TABLE 18a (Continued)

STATE GAME REFUGES (Con:t)

OSPB
No. Name County Acreage Feature Game

115 Umatilla County Umatilla C D E F

116 Mt. Emily Union 20,400 D E F

Umatilla

117 Wallowa Mountain Sheep Wallowa 65,760 C E F I

118 Burnt River Baker 1,560 C DEFH

119 Canyon Creek Grant 48,320 C E F H

120 Myrtle Park Harney 83,200 C E F

121 Ochoco Game Crook 147,840 C E F

122 Deschutes Deschutes 320 A E F

123 Mule Deer Lake 172,160 C F

Klamath

124 Warner Game Lake 945,560 AC D E

Harney

125 Steen's Mountain Harney 130,560 CA D E F

126 Lake Lytle Bird Tillamook

and Game

A DES'

FEDERAL GAME REFUGES

201 Three Arch Rocks Tillamook 17 J

202 Bull Run Watershed Multnomah 69,120 C D E F

Clackamas

203 Ashland Watershed Jackson 12,895 C D E F

204 *Crater Lake National Klamath 159,359 A DEFH
Park

205 Upper Klamath Wild Life Klamath 8,140 A DE

206 Klamath Lake Bird Ref. Klamath 81,619 A D E

207 Cold Springs Bird Umatilla 2,520 B D E

Reserve
208 McKay Creek Bird Umatilla 1,813 B D E

Reserve
209 Malheur Migratory Harney 153,617 AB DEFG

Bird Refuge

210 Goat Island Curry 21 R J

211 Hart Mountain Harney 290,000 C GFE

*National Park Service
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PRIVATE

TABLE 18a(Continued)

GAI-IE RESERVATIONS

---OP-7"---
No. Name County

TTp. &
Rc.nge

Source of
Information Acreage*

301 A. P. ,...Illivan Baker 128-39E Legal Files Game 1,240
Commission

302 George Elliott Baker 128-39E ft 320

303 Portland Area Council Clack arias 3S-4E 310
Boy Scouts

304 Crown Willamette Paper Co. Clatsop 5N-10E 40,000

305 Edward Hines Western Pine Harney 23S-30E 320
Company

306 M. H. and P. A.-Sherer Jackson 36S-2W 100

307 Ruth W. Sparrow Jackson ms-aw 272

308 P. R. and Matilda Bilyeu Linn 108-1W

309 Frank G. Cary Linn 10S-2W 161

311 Walter M. Pierce Union 3S-37E 15,000

312 J. F. Gregory lhallowa 2N-41E 320

313 Ernest F. Johnson Wallowa 2N..42E 3,750

314 Asa P. Craig Wallowa 2S-45E t80

318 W. F. Craig Wallowa 2S-44E 200

316 Ed E. Rogers Wallowa 2S-44E 40

317 St. Marys Inc & Levi Washington 1S-1W 699
Anderson Home

318--W. P. and E. Strandberg Washington 18..1W 3

319 L. P. Byrne Washington 18-1W 7

320 Gertrude Penfield Washington 1S-1, 2

321 C. L. Gray Washington 1S-1W 3

* State Game Commission
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TABLE 18a(Continued)

PRIVATE GAY E ITI-7103VATTONS (Conit.)

OS P$
Twp, ,:: Sure of

No. Name County R:11 In'ormation Acreage

322 Isabel McManus Washington IS-1W Legal Files of 9

Game Commission

324 Viola Ortschild Washington 1S -1W

325 Sisters of St. Marys Washington 1S-1W

326 James Maltha Washington 18-4E

327 J. J. Weise Washington IS-4E

328 Dudley Knapp Washington 1S-4E

329 Stimson Lumber Co. Washingtor 1S-4E

330 F. L, Soden Washington 1S,-4E

331 B. Auvenshire Washington 18-4E

332 Esther F. Dundee Washington 1S-4E

383 F. L. Haskins Washington 1S-4E

334 William Martin Washington 1S-4E

335 A. F. Dethlefe Washington 1S-4E

336 Joseph Reifenrath Washington 18-4E

337 McMinnvillo Water & Light
Commission Washington 1S-4E

11

ft

11

ft

11

rt

11

ft

ft

11

tf

11

ft

2

119

80

40

30

309

5

190

10

160

40

111

1,664

323 Nels Anderson Washington 1
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TABLE 135.(Continued)

RESTRICTED WATERSEL

P
OSPB
No. Location Township

s.

Sections Area

401 John Day Creek 7N-8W. 711.7W 2,1,11,12,13-6,7,18,8,17 4 Sec.

402 Beaver Creek 7N-2W, 6N -2W 32,29,33,28,34-5,4,3)8,9,10 7 Sec.

403 Bull Run River In 6E. 7E 1S 90 Sec.
5E. 7E.-8E-

404 Yamhill River 38-6W. 5W 1,2,3,4,10,11,12,13,14.7,18 8 Sec.

405 Sandy River 28-7E. 8E 25,35,36-31,32 3.5 Sec.

406 Lady Creek 3S-8E 2,3,4,9,10 4 Sec.

407 Trout Creek 6S-3E, 6S-4E 9,10,11)13,14,15,16,24,25,26, 11 Sec.
27, - 30,19

408 Memaloose Creek 5S-5E 4,5,8,9,16,17,21,28,29,31,32 13 Sec.

409 Rock Creek 128-7W. - 6W 10,11.12,13,14,15,16,24,25,
26,27, - 7,18,19,30 13 Sec.

410 26S -13W 5 Sec,

411 Rink Creek 27,288-12W

412 22S-12,1aF

a-
413 E&W Fk 39,40 - lE

Ashland Creek

414 Butte Creek 34,35,36

415 Beaver Creek 5S-37E

416 Tributary 98-38, '39f--
Powder River
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program offars wild life the finest opportunity for additional attention

ever presented. Most of the lands will be returned to forests, and wild

life should be made a primary feature of these areas throuEhout the state.

Protection

Laws and regulations, under the state's title to wild life, made by

the legislature and/or the Game Commission which it has created, have in

general:

1. Established closed areas (refuges and preserves within -thich no
kill is allowed.)

2. Established closed seasons during which no kill is allowed.

3. Instituted moaoures to control predatory animals.

4, Established a buck law for deer and elk.

5. Estab]ised i Tat. bag limits.

6. 17,.co''rel the L+.7ense eystem, but without limit to the number of
mo7 or any attempt to prevent concen-

tra5ion hizat;:rs,

This is above the ::'Aierage of wild life programs among the states.

However, analysis ind7'.cat:Is that the f(Ictor lf positive control of size and

condition of 133_7, game herds is missing, Also positive control of the

amount of fish that can be taken from lakes and streams is not available.

Law Enfofc!ement

Any member of the State Game Commission, the state game supervisor

any state polizeman, any sheriff, deputy sheriff or constable_ any United

States forest supervisor, ranger or guard, may withoW:. 'warrant arrest any

person violating an Oregon law for the protection or propagation of game

animals, fur bearing anivals, same fish, game birds or non -game birds. The

arresting officer takes such person before any court having jurisdiction of
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the offense. The court shall proceed without delay to hear and determine

the matter and enter judgment according to allegation and proofs. The

officers named have all powers and rights of peace officers in serving war-

rants, subpoenas or other legal processes, in enforcing state gage and fish

laws.

Such an officer has power to search any person and to examine convey-

ances, receptacles, storerooms, taverns, restaurants, clubs, all places

except private dwelling houses, where game or game fish may be kept or

sold. He may examine packages and boxes held for storage or shipment which

he has reason to believe contain evidence of violation of game laws. If

he finds evidence he Ls required at once to institute proceedings. Hin-

drance of such a search is prima facie evidence of violation of the law.

Such officers may at any time including Sundays seize wild animals, birds

or game fish and apparatus used for hunting or fishing illegally. These

seizures may be made without warrants.

Instead of making an arrest the officer may issue a summons to the

person accused directing Him to appear in court. Should any person re-

ceiving such a summons fail to appear, he is guilty of a misdemeanor in

addition to the game law violation,

Since August 1, 1931, Oregon game law enforcement has been by the

State Police. At the time of writing, thirty-nine state police are assigned

to this duty. Table No. 20 on page 94 gives the history of game and fish

law arrests and trials. Arrests and convictions have increased in number

and it would appear that game law enforcement by the State Police is suc-

cessful. Table No. 19 on pag,e 93 will show the comparative costs of the

state police per arrest with the old system. However, fines suspended,

persons paroled or suspended and cases continued seem to be exceedingly



TARLE 19

Comparative Statement of Number of 'Game Law Violation Cases. and Coat of Law Enforcement under Old Warden
System Controlled by Game Commission and. Game Division, State Police

Deputy Wardens' Salaries

Deputy Wardens' Expense
Special Wardens' Salaries

Special Wardens' Expense
River Patrols
Estimated Overhead

August 1, 1929 to July'31, 1930
Warden Service of Game Commission

$ 63,644.00
51,676.56
12,063.17
9,978.98

9,164,23
6,000,00

Total $152,526.54 No. Cases Haladled 707 Average Cost Per Case $215.73

August 1, 1930 to July 31, 1931
Warden service of Game Commission

Deputy Wardens' Salaries $ 62,925.29
Deputy Wardens' Expense 51,250.73
Special Wardens' Salaries 11,088.51
Special Wardens' Expense 8,325.36
River Patrols 16,841.94
Estimated Overhead 6,000.00
Total $17.6,43IXE No. Cases Handled 653 Average Cost Per case $239:55

August 1, 1931 to July 31, 1932
Game Division, State Police

Special Deputies' Salaries $ 3,911.72
Special Deputies' Expense 1,214.09
Payment to State Police

from Game Fund 127,058.76
River Patrols (administered

by State Police) 5,305.26
Total $137,489.83 No. Cases Handled 1113 Average Cost Per ease $123.53

Note: Above number of cases does not include acquittals, cases pending, investigation or miscellaneous
activity of wardens or of warden system or State Police.
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GLME LAW VIOLATIONS

Arrests and Disposition of Cases - Game Commission

r
Ilo. of

Arrests
No. of
Convictions

Dismissed,
Not Guilty

Number

Suspended

Number Continued

Imprisoned for Sentence
Fines

Imposed

Fines

Suspended

Fines
Remitted

1925 709 647 64 35 64 $22,367.70
1926 555 478 103 13 34 17,953.80
1927 690 612 139 47 42 27,031.80
1928 662 610 104 26 52 23,521.20
1929 723 665 117 42 36 27,443.15
030 676 619 115 38 36 25,762.45
1931 709 666 43 87 98 30,591.60
1932 1,110 923 187 232 112 70 45,462,50 14,202.75 31,259,75
1933 1,199 1,059 140 587 154 65 46,141.05 34,186.10 11,954.95
1934 1,180 1,003 177. 305 118 36 35,010.50 19,463.00 15,547.50

Arrests and Dispositions of Cases - Fish Commission

1925

1926
1987

1928
1929
1930

1931 94 86 8 3 10 6 $7,435.00 3,865.00 3,570.00
1932 183 150 33 26 51 4 8,600.00 3,666.50 4,933.50
1933 187 147 30 123 23 1 6,245.00 1,515.00 4,730.00
1934 257 191 66

,
153 26 5 10,671.50 3,626.50 7,045,00
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numerous in proportion to convictions. Possibly the depression was a large

factor in this, but it would seem that with improved economic conditions

more drastic action should be taken.

The State Game Commission and the county each receive ono-half of the

fines. This enables the county to bear the expense of imprisoning violators.

It would seem that the court could be much more severe with those convicted.

It must be very discouraging to the state police,who show by the proportion

of convictions that they usually have the evidence, to see fines or imprison-

ment suspended or violators paroled. This is very poor psychology if we

wish to foster game law respect, and it surely has a demoralizing effect on

officers,

Public opinion can help this situation. The wild life killed il-

legally is a loss to the state, as the state owns the game and fish, and

the supply of this resource is not so large that we can tolerate violations.

It is much safer to kill game illegally than to take a domestic animal or

fowl. Taking these is promptly and adequately punished,but the sentences

and fines for game law violations are seldom enforced.

The State Game Commission can recover damages for the unlawful kill-

ing of game birds and animals, property of the state. A schedule of liabil-

ity under this law includes:

Elk $100 to $300 Deer $100 to $200 Mountain Sheep *100 to $300
Antelope $100 to $200 Upland Game Birds or WEtterfowl $2 to $5

This civil liability is in addition to other penalties prescribed. Any

justice court has jurisdiction in these damage cases..

Any person who shall do any act which is made unlawful by this act

or by any statute which heretofore has been enacted or which may hereafter
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be enacted, or any person who shall violate any order promulgated by the

State Game Commission pursuant to statute, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

punishable by $25 to $500 fine or by imprisonment in the county jail for

thirty days to six months or both, The heaviest penalty provided by any

law for a given offense may always be invoked.

We have a good set of wild life protection laws. The state police

are making the arrests. The judges are convicting the violators, hut

the judiciary could be less lenient in imposing fines and imprisonment.

Justice Courts

Courts having jurisdiction of criminal or quasi-criminal actions, in-

cluding actions for violation of municipal ordinances when it shall appear

that the best interests of the public as well as of the defendant will be

subserved thereby, have power to suspend sentence or to grant definite or

indefinite probation up to five years. (See Oregon Laws 1931, ch, 396, Sec. 1.)

It has been suggested that taking away the power of courts to suspend

fines and sentences on game and fish law violations, making such punishments

mandatory, would at once reduce to a minimum offense against wild life.

It is unlawful for any person to mutilate, or have in his possession,

the carcass or skin of any deer changed so as to disguise the sex, or to

have in possession the body of a bird plucked so as to disguise the species.

This law applies to field, forest, highway or conveyance when returning from

hunting trip with gun or other equipment. (Oregon Lawa, 1931, ch. 370, sec.

17,) This law could be rendered airtight by making it apply to a part or

parts of the carcass of a deer. Other laws, such as that of opening the

season on Hungarian partridges thirty days before the pheasant season, and

that opening the grouse season in deer country before the deer season,

oomplicate enforcement.
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FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF WILD LIFE

The title to wild life is held by the state in its sovereign capacity

in trust for all its citizens. As an incident of this ownership, the leg-

islature may enact laws to protect species from injury by human means and

extinction by exhaustive methods of capture.

To finance the work of the Gnme Commission the legislature has

set certain license fees for hunting, fishing and trapping, Graph No. 11,-207

page 100 shows the income from license sales and graph No H-208 page 101

the expenditures of this income.

The amount raised by license fees is not sufficient to sustain a

Long r,;Inge scientific wild life management plan. It would seem to be good

business judgment on the part of those who benefit financially from recrea-

tion, to support the financing of a program to perpetuate a resource bringing

a staggering income to the state.

Practically every business in this state benefits financially from

recreational expenditures, The fame of Oregon's hunting, fishing and rec-

reation is wide. The advertising by both public and private agencies is

bringing results. The estimated income from recreation places it up with

our largest industries. On the other hand pressure on our wild life has

been increased, and on every side there is a demand for more fish, more

upland birds and more big game.

It is time for the state by a general appropriation to support a

long range plan for the resource it advertises so widely and that brings

in such large sums. The people of this state could well afford to take

over the burden of protecting wild life. The $239,879 for the biennium

beginning January 1, 1935, to December 31, 1936, transferred from the
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game fund to the State Police would have gone a long way toward acquisition

of nter range critically needed by big game. Excepting rough estimates

by the Forest Service, we have no inventories of wild life. we must know

the amount of wild life to effect scientific management. Part of this law

enforcement fund could have put scientifically trained men into big game

and upland bird management work and detailed studios of fish life. The

Game Commission is doing excellent work with limited finances and personnel.

'With general financial aid it would accomplish something real.

It would seem a good investment for the people of the state at

least to match the money sportsmen contribute to perpetuate such an income.

Over the state as a whole the streams, lakes, fields and forests are capable

of producing many times the fish, birds and big game that they now support.

No other resource will respond so rapidly to scientific management with a

minimum of capital, labor and material.
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WILD LIFE RESE.ARCH

The wild life resources of the state have been long neglected from

a research standpoint, and a vast amount of work in scientific determination

of causes, effects and relationships must be accomplished. This work is of_ .

vital importance as a basis for scientific management.

This state is fortunate in having a cooperative wild life research

department and a four year course in fish and game management at Oregon State

College.

Bureau of Biological Survey

Oregon is one of the nine states cooperating with the Bureau of

Biological SurVey in research :fork. The station is located at Oregon

State College with a biologist of the bureau in charge. One graduate

student works on research projects. Six undergraduate students are em-

ployed for special problems. There is also a generous participation by

college teaching and extension staff members. The program is as follows:

A. Investigation work.

le Small gam problems in the Willamette Valley. Mountain quail
now present in only fraction of original numbers. Blue grouse
are rare. Chinese pheasants arc: on a downhill grade. Fur
bearer important and potenti'd possibilities not known.

Purpose of problem: (1) To determine whether environment,
disease, predator relationships, and other biotic factors are
responsible for decrease of wild life; or whether responsibility
lies with lack of control, poor regulation and management, or
other non-biotic factors; (2) what can be done to remedy the
situation; and (3) particular attention will probably be given
to blue grouse.

Plans call for comprehensive progren of field observations,
censuses, bandinp; work and environmental type studies, with
the East Farm and Granger Farm or Oregon State College as
intensive study areas.
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2. Study of Oregon deer problem.

Three species in Oregon, Shooting limited to bucks. Evidence
points to shortage of bucks in sex ratio and resultant
decrease in population. Deer abundance varies Greatly in
various districts--.Mhy? Deer and small game licenses
furnish largest part of game administration funds, Some man-
agement policies are required,

Work will be in the nature of a state-wide study, with special
emphasis on consequenses of the buck law.

3. Life history and management of Oregon antelope.

A long-time, primary species, life-history, study for the state
pointing toward intelligent regulation and management recom-
mendations and giving special attention to the relation to
agriculture and grazing.

4. Diseases and parasites of wild life.

A supporting study for the other lines of investigation.

B4 Trial management and demonstration areas.

One typical demonstration unit to be established to study:

1. Wild life production possibilities in conjunction with regu-
lar farm procedure,

2. Advantages to private land owners in wild life production,
Special attention to intelligent handling of present farm
and livestock predator problems

C. Educational work.

Program of educational work must be built up gradually. Progress
reports to be important in this,

Plans have been worked out with State Extension Service. Series
of contacts under ray with county agricultural agents. Conferences
held in districts in Willamette Valley* Clackamas county agent
very active and effort to be made at county economic conference
to put entire county under game management.

Oregon State College has four year undergraduate course in wild
life. A "Ding Darling" club has been organized with students in
this course as a nucleus, but with intent to bring together
students, faculty members, research workers, and others from
other courses and branches of work to discuss intersrelationship
of wild life with other subjects and to create cooperative inter.'
est in wild life in the allied fields. Suggested by Oregon that
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this become national.

Research unit has worked out a plan for use of undergraduates in
wild life course during summer periods and at other times to
gather data and carry on some of the studies. Involves careful
plan of examination and selection of workers.

Fish andDame Management

The four year curriculum in fish and game management will enter its

second year with the opening of fall term 1936.37, Those subjects having

direct and practical application in wild life conservation, together with

basic and general studies, make up the curriculum which is designed to train

students for any of the following and other fields of wild life conservation;

state and federal service; land -using industries; management -of fish and game

for estates and for fish and game clubs; private fur and game farming. Many

of the courses are available to students in allied fields who wish the practical

aspects of wild life conservation, especially in its correlation with the

livestock industry, and with public land use problems.

Strategically located for the study of wild life, Oregon State College

has within easy access state fish hatcheries, game farms and refuges, and

fur farms* Most forms of Oregon's varied wild life are within a few hours

travel of Corvallis. Research work by the United States Bureau of Biological

Survey and the Oregon State Game Commission conducted at the State College in

cooperation with the Agricultal Experiment Station is of basic Value to the

instruction offered in

Practice field work in fish and Game management or attendance at one

or more of"the -summer camps maintained in strategic locations- -such as Wallowa

Mountains, Crater Lake National Park, the United States Malheur Lake Bird

Refuges the Range Livestock Experiment Station rear Burns, and the Oregon
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coastal section---is required for graduation. Camp locations are varied

each summer so as to offer opportunity for study in the various branches

in wild life conservation.

MEMORANDUM TO ACCOMPANY OUTLINE FOR WILD LIFE MANAGEMENT PLAN

This outline indicates that in the future, wild life management

must be placed on a carefully regulated planned basis, rather than the

present hit or miss system. These plans should be developed along lines
sy

indicated in the following explanation of the outline,
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As the first step in initiating wildlife management in Oregon it is sug-

gested to undertake field studies and prepare a plan for one Znit This

work and the resulting plan will be used for guidance in the development of

similar plans for the other units In the state. Both the outline and the

work to be done must be considered as being in the experimental state. The

purposes of the memorandum are (1) To record certain principles which are

felt to be basis to this work, and (2) To amplify the outline by discussion

of the work to be done under each step.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

(1) A wild life management plan must be an integral part of the Master

State. plan or plans. It is necessary to keep in mind that management of

the wildlife resource must be closely correlated with all other features

of Natural Resources administration.

(2) The plan must provide for creating and maintaining wildlife

populations (including game birds and animals, fur bearers, game fish, and

non.game animals and birds) large enough to supply the greatest sustained

production (that is, "kill") compatible with desired yields of timber andomimilmo...., *.
other natural resources.

(3) Careful consideration must be given to practicable modification

of timber management so that conditions suitable to the propagation and

development of wildlife will exist - so far as possible - at all times on

all parts of the unit. For example: In the interests of the many species

of game birds and animals which thrive best in recently cut-over areas or

stands of young timber, and gradually diminish and possibly disappear as the
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timberk mature and various sources of food in the understory dis-

appear, the timber cutting budget should--wherever practicable---be so

arranged that, within the cruising range of the various species there will

be at all times sufficient areas of suitable cover to maintain adequate

stocking.

(4) It is not the purpose to build up a game preserve on which wild

animals and birds will be produced merely for their recreational or educa-

tional value, but rather to manage this resource in such a manner that

wildlife will be equally available to the recreationist, the aesthete, and

the hunter. Plans must be made, however, for the regulated removal and

reduction of the grcwig stock below the point where satisfactory reproduc-

tion will be obtained.. This calls for a planwise allocation of the annual

kill, and will necessitate considerable adjustment and/or changes of pre-

sent State Game Laws. It is recognized that this objective may be impos-

sible at present, but the plan should include ways and means of reaching

it as soon as possible.

(5) The plan must include provisions for safe-guarding other forest

resources. such as, mature timber, reproduction, plantations, roads, trails,

building, etc., and also intermingled private land, including farm crops,

from undue injury by various wildlife species.

(6) All returns from wildlife must be considered: tangible, in the

form of feed for the hunter, revenue to the state and/or Federal Government

from licenses, etc., reveAue to the trapper from fur-bearing animals; in-

tangible returns to the recreationist and aesthete.

(7) The plan must recognize the necessity of, and provide means for,

the control (not elimination) of predatory animals and birds.
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(8) Too little is known with regard to life histories, food ro-

quirements, shelter and breeding requirements, rates of natural increase,

natural enemies, diseases, and rawly other factors upon which wildlife

management must be based. The plan should provide for accumulating data on

those subjects and for cooperation with the Forest Service and with the

Biological Survey.

(9) An important part of the plan is the determination of the rela-

tive value of various species. For example: deer, grouse and turkey may -

under certain conditions - compete actively for the same food, supplies of

which may be limited; grouse, rabbits and turkey may be the major food sup-

ply for carnivorous furbearers such as fox and mink. Decisions as to

species to be favored in each case must be based on a number of factors

including (a) effect on timber production and other uses (b) tangible

and intangible values (c) needs of the local population dependent on the

Forest (d) requirements of the visiting public. Wildlife species may

sometimes be classified as to relative value for an entire state but

more frequently such scales of desirability must be prepared for individual

management Units, groups of Units, or Working Circles,

An analysis of the hypothetical situation suggested in the preceding

paragraph may be of value in illustrating methods of appraisal. Assume

that the area under consideration consists largely of young growth and

mature oak...chestnut type, interspersed with old fields requiring planting.

The area Ia near the northern limit of the turkey range, and subject to

periodic severe winters with deep snow, There is considerable interspersed

private farm land, with a comparatively large local population dependent

on the Forest for part time employment. Only a small number of outside
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visitors (tourists) ate attracted to the ateal4 Dedision is made to favor

production of wildlife as follows:

Species to be favored in order of Supporting Reasons
priority

le Mink
2. Pox
3. Grous©
44 Rabbit
5. neer
6. Turkey

1,2. Fur values, providing winter
work for local population.

3,4. Food for furbearers, limited
sport and meat for local population.
Note: Rabbit population should be main
tained at lower point than grouse, because
of damage to plantations.

5. Maintain low deer population to
supply meat and sport for local popula-
tion and occasional tourists. tLarge
numbers undesirable because ofdamage
to plantations and farm crops.

6. Maintain low population for meat
and sport for local residents and
occasional tourist. Large population
not indicated because of necessity for
feeding during severe minters) competi-
tion with grouse and deer for most
crops.
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EXPLANATION OF OUTLINE

It will be noted that the outline is divided into three parts; (I)

Foundation, (II) The Plan and (III) Appendix. The foundation is designed

to include fundamental data basic to the development of a management plan.

The plan contains a discussion of the objectives and the ways and means of

arriving at them. In the appendix will be found explanatbry and tabular

data supporting the plan, and a series of maps showing graphically the

various factors involved.

FOUNDATION

The foundation should contain brief, pointed statements covering

data basic to the consideration of the plan. Reference should be made to

the appendix for detailed explanations, tabulations, and maps.

A. Location of NrJ',1,/a1 Management Unit. Statement regarding location

with reference to centers of population, transportation facilities, climatic

zones, and physiographic provinces.

B. Description. Brief description of topography - character,

controlling elevations, drainage systems.

Brief summary of weather conditions for nearest weather bureau sta-

tion . mean, maximum, and minimum temperatures; precipitation, total and

distribution; length of seasons; prevalence of phenomena such as sleet storms,

droughts.

Statement of characteristics, importance, and extent of forest types

and condition classes - past, present and future. Data from timber manage-

ment plans.



Description of present and planned future premanent improvements.

General picture necessary, because of bearing on other uses (timber pro-

duction, recreation, etc.,) desirability of species and density of popu-

lations,

C. Wildlife Resources. General statement of past and present wild-

life species, population densities, and reasons for changes. Summary of

present status of legal control. Many of these data must be obtained from

state officials.

Estimate of present production, by species; utilization of crops by

agencies indicated. Helpful data may be obtained from state officials,

especially local game wardens.

General statement of character, numbers, and attitude of human utiliz-

(,rs of wildlife; methods of utilization.

II. THE PLAN

A. Objectives. Show clearly the desired populations of various

species of game animals and birds; game fish; predators, and furbearers;

and non.game animals and birds. Reference to Units, if there is variation

in objectives between Units.

Discussion and analysis of present and probable future demands for

hunting, fishing, trapping, and nature study. Statement as to plans to

satisfy these demands.

B. Policies. Discuss steps necessary in reacl-ing the objectives.

Policy may vary with respect to species and location. Each variation

should be completely discussed.

Discuss measures necessary to build up breeding stocks, by species.

Consideration must he given to the inter-relation of various species of
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wildlife. For example, the e 'feet of introducing ring-necLed pheasants in

areas now occupied by ruffed grouse. The relationship of various predators

to other wild life species is also important. Some of the hawks and owls

prey on smaller game birds and animals. The same predators, however, may

consume large quantities of rodents which, if not kept in check, might

become Serious pests. Policy with regard to predators should usually be

control rather than extinction.

Disduss introduction of both native and exotic species to renew or

build up breeding stock. Recomaendations for introduction of non-native

species, or species not now on the area, must be adequately supported.

Discuss need for additional basic information upon which to base pol-

icies. Details of studies should appear in the appendix.

Consider all possible methods of removing annual increment by regulated

hunting, fishing,trapping. Discuss by species and areas. 11-'-press definite

policy.

Discuss refuge situation in detail. Policy should ordinarily be estab-

lishment of relatively small refuges carefully selected so as to provide

adequate breeding cover for the species involved. Consider use of both

permanent and temporary refuges.

Correlation with timber production, watershed protection, etc., is

important. Certain species, such as rabbit and deer, may become very de-

structive to plantations and natural reproduction, unless carefully

controlled. When practicable, timber management plan should provide for

scattering cutting areas over working circle to provide good distribution of ag,

classes and prevent large blocks of mature timber containing little wildlife
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food. May be necessary to prohibit hunting and/or fishing on certain re-

stricted areas used for municipal water supply. May be desirable to place

considerable emphasis upon the development of improvements, such as nature

trails, observation points, etc., in connection with recreational develop-

ments. Discuss policy as to both permanent and temporary hunting and

fishing camps.

Discuss improvement of hunting and fishing conditions on National

Forest lands as related to intermingled private land. Tendency to raise

the theoretical or actual value of such land as private game preserves or

hunting areas, thereby making their acquisition by the Forest Service or

state more difficult and costly. State Policy as to necessity of acquiring

certain tracts primarily because of wild life needs.

Discuss forage competition between game animals and domestic live-

stock.

Consider fire control and improvement program. May be necessary to

provide more intensive fire control on areas on which special efforts are

being made to increase wildlife population. May be desirable to build

certain roads in order to provide access to interior areas by hunters, but

on the contrary, certain other roads should be closed during the hunting

and possibly fishing seasons.

Discuss possible damage by deer and other species to lands in private

ownership - especially small interior farms.

C. Regulation. One of the most important, and undoubtedly the most

puzzling and difficult portion of the plan. Consider functions of both the

State and Forest Service. Control of wild life is now with the State, and
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just so far as is practicable this condition should continue. Changes in

present state policies, and perhaps laws will no doubt be necessary. There

must be a definite allocation of the annual kill by species and areas. Thispmaau.

will no doubt involve much more detailed work on the part of both the state

organization and the Forest Service, than has been obtained in the past.

To counterbalance this increased effort, compensating returns, both tan-

gible and intangible, must accrue. Explain methods of determination of

the desired kill by species of game animals, birds, and fish. Consider

individual units. Discuss need for more game wardens and State Police

Officers. Discuss issuance of permits for taking certain specified numbers

of game birds and/Cr fish within certain areas.

D. Kill Budget for First Five Year Period LE Species and Areas.mme +.m=. ,
Definite application of the thetry of regulation to individual Units.

During the first five years of the plan, numerous changes will no doubt

be necessary in the kill budget. Necessary, however, that plan be pro-

jected at least five years into the future in some detail with provision

for annual revision of the kill budget each year during the first five.

III. APPENDIX

This is the "reference library" of the Plan. Here will be assembled

detailed descriptions, supporting data and maps, all of which will def-

initely supplement material covered in the two preceding sections. Section

tt.o
A , Appendix - for example - is designed to explain and amplify section

"A", Foundation, "B", Appendix should function similarly with regard to

"B", Plan.
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F4)rm of tabulation, such as A. 3, C 3, etc., is suggestive only. The

objective should be to present required data in concise, usable form.

Most of the headings and sub-headings aro self-explanatory. Only

those which may net be entirely clear will be defined.

A. Ownership - Land Units. The wildlife management unit is defined

as a topographic unit, varying in size probably between 10,000 and 30,000

acres. Wherever possible, timber management compartments - or combinations

of compartments should be used.

C. Forest Classification. Condition class is somewhat broader than

age class, in that it considers past tre,tment of the stand, in addition to

age. Classes listed are illustrative only. Include all classes which

directly affect wildlife habitat. If there is variation in food or cover

conditions between sites, additional condition classes should be set up.

E. Present Wildlife Control. Careful analysis of present state fish

and game laws is essential, Point out provisions at present addquate.

Recommend necessary revisions.

G. Factual Data Species. Important Sections. Present data in

many cases wholly inadequate. Cover as fully as possible, and provide for

current revision. List cooperation desired from Forest Service, Biological

Survey and U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.

H. Estimated Carrying.Capacity, Natural Increase, Allowable Annual Kill.

Basis for all computations on regulation. Basic data largely incomplete,

but approximations must be made. Record needs for additional fact finding.

Provide for current revision.

L. Estimated Costs and Returns . Five Year Provam. Cost and receipt

items SUGGESTIVE only, Improvement costs may include headquarters for
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personnel. Aare for refuges, stream improvements. Recurrent costs may

include maintenance of improvements, game feeding. Personnel and land costs

need no explanation.
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OUTLINE FOR WILDLIFE. 14,Aliti-G,-IENT PLAN

FOUNDATION

A4 LOCATION OF" UNIT OR AREA

1. Letter-size state map showing Unit
2. Letter-size Unit Map showing Preseht Government Ownership

B4 DESCRIPTION

1. Tolpography
2. Climate
3. Forest Classification-Past, Present, and Future

a. T:Tpe9

b. CondItion classes
4. Permanent Improvements-Present and Future

a. Brief statement of scope-reference to Activity, plans for
details
(1) Roads, trails, and telephones
(2) Administrative structures
(3) Recreational developments

C. WILDLIFE RESOURCES

1* as

2, Present
3. Factors Responsibile for Present Conditions
4 Present Control

a. State fish and game organization
(1) Duties and powers
(2) Policies

bb Law enforcement
(1) State
(2) Federal
(3) Local
Refuges
(1) State

(a) Protection
(2) Federal

(a) Protection
5. Present 'Wildlife Production by Species

a. Estimated annual increase
b. Estimated annual depletion

(1) Legal hunting, trapping, fishing
(2) Poaching
(3) Predators
(4) Disease, etc
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6. Hunters, Trappers, and Fishermen
a. Number
by Origin (local, remote, rural, urban, etc.)

(1) Data on permanent camps, temporary camps, hotels,
guides, etc.

0. Attitude toward Forest Service and State conservation laws
d. Types of hunting and fishing

(1) Still hunting, organized parties, etc.

II. THE PLAN

A. OBJECTIVES
1. Develop and Maintain Most Desirable Populations in Coordination

with other Land Uses
a. Game animals and birds, by species
b, Gene fish
c. Pro tor_ and fur-bearers
d. Non.,gLle animals and birds

2. Satisfy as Fully as Possible all Demands
a. Regulated hunting for pleasure and food
b. Regulated fishing for pleasure and food
c. Regulated trapping for profit
d. Nature study and recreation

B. POLICIES

1. Secure Adequate Breeding Stock
a. Planting
b. Closed seasons
0. Refuges
d. Improvements

2. Sustained Production - Discuss Species
a. Need for studies
b. Compatibility of species
co Relative value of species

3. Methods of Removal of Annual Increment
a. Regulated hunting, trapping, fishing

4. Refuges - Small Breeding Areas
a. Permanency

5. Correlation with:
a. Timber production

(1) NutlIral reproduction
(2) Panting
(3) Allation of cutting areas

b. Waters protection
c. RecreatLou

(1) Hunting camps
d. Acquisition
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e. Grazing of domestic stock
f. Fire control
g. Improvement program
h. Interior private holdings

C. REGULATI

1. Annual Kill
a. Al Method of determination of desired kill by species
b. Allocation of kill by species and areas
ce Control of hunting, fishing, and trapping

2. Coordination of Efforts
a. Functions of State

(1) Personnel required - yearlong and seasonal
(a) Duties

b. Functions of Forest Service
(1) Personnel required - yearlong and seasonal

(a) Duties

D. KILL BUDGET FOR FIRST FIVE-YEAR PERIOD BY SPECIES AND AREAS

1. Game Animals and Birds
2. Game Fish
3. Predators and Fur-bearers

III. APPENDIX

A. OWNERSHIP - LAND UNITS

1. Acquisition Program
2. The Management Unit
3. Areas by Units

Unit: Working : . . : Ultimate
No. : Circle : Gross : N.F.* :Purchasable.: Non-Purchasaag:Nattl Forest

: ; . :

*Acquired and approved for purchase

B. METEOROLOGICAL DATA
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C. FOREST CLASSIFICATION

1. Original Types and Condition
a. Wildlife species and estimate of population per 1,000

acres, by types
2. Present Types and Condition Classes

a. Type definitions
b. Condition classes . definition and statement of suit-

ability as wildlife habitat
(1) Open

(a) Old field
(b) Burn - not restocked

(2) Cut over
(a) Coniferous reproduction, degree of stocking
(b) Hardwood reproduction, degree of stocking
(c) Mixed reproduction, degree of stocking

D9 PRESENT YILDLIFE CONTROL

1. State Fish and Game Commissions
a. Composition and method of selection

2. Analysis of Fish and Game Laws
a. Satisfactory - reasons
b, Unsatisfactory - reasons

3. Activities Affecting National Forest
a. Warden service
b, Educational
o. Planting

(1) Game
(2) Fish

d. Predator control
e. Refuges

(1) Development
(2) Administration

E. MILD LIFE POPUL-TION, BY UNITS

lb- Animals and Birds, as of January 1,

Working Circle

Species : : 4: 5: 6: : 8: 9: 10: Total

Note: New tabulations will be added to the plan each year,
previous tabulations retained for comparison
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a. Basis for data
b. Stocking needs, by Units

) Source of animals and birds for stocking
2. Streal and Lake Data

Trout 7faters
lqater :Len h-Miles(2):Max. :Min.:Im rovements Po uhtion

No. 1 : Lac : Total:Fishing :Tcmp.:Flow:Built:Nee ed: Total:Per Mile or Acre

Bass Waters
4,NY.

Other Game Fish Waters

Non-Game Fish Waters (3)

Total :

(1) Refers to map
(2) Area in acres for lakes
(3) Note whether or not suited to stocking, with reasons

F. FACTUAL DATA BY SPECIES (Arrange species in order of importance
assigned to each in consummation of this plan.)

1. List of studies needed, priorities
a. Plans 6f work for studies to be initiated immediately.

2. Biological
a. Natural distribution and habitat
b. Food requirements
c. Breeding and shelter requirements
d. Natural enemies
e. Diseases and their control
f. Compatibility with other species
g. Conflicts with other land uses

(1) Timber production, including natural reproduction
and planting

(2) Grazing domestic stock
(3) Private agricultural lands

3. Value
a. Food
b. Fur
0. Esthetic
d. Reoreational
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G. ESTINLTED CARRYING CAPACITY, NATURAL INCREASE, ALLOWABLE ANNUAL KILL

1. Statistical Data and Method of Computation, by Units
a. Animals and birds (Per 1,000 acres) - by forest types

throughout rotation
b. Domestic livestock

(1) Correlation with wildlife
c. Game fish per mile of stream or acre of lake

H. ESTIMATED COSTS AND RETURNS - FIVE YEAR PROGRAM

1. Costs

Fiscal Year

:State :F.S.: State: F.S. State:F.S.:State:F.S.:State:F.S.
: : : : :

:

Improvements: :
: : : : :

Recurrent : : : : : : : :

Personnel : : : : : : : : :

Land : : : : :
: :

Total : : : : : : : : :

2. Receipts

Fiscal Year
ITEMS :

:State: F.S. : State : F.S. : State: F.S. :State: F.S.:State: F.S.

Licenses : : : :
: : :

Sp. Use : :
: : : :

Total : : : : : :

I. Check List of Important Plants 'Mich Produce Wildlife Food

1. Refer to herbarium
2. 666 .

Species _: Dis- : Utilization
Common:Scientific:tribu-:Animal : Part taken Season
Name : Name :tion :or bird:Root:Stem:Leaves:Fruit:W:Sp:Su:p

:
,. . . . . . .

: : : : : : :
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J. REFERENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY

K. CHECK LIST OF FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION, ETC

L. MAPS

1. Forest types, wildlife management units, and fishing waters,
administrative map, 1" equals 1 mile.

2. Units maps, 4" equal 1 mile, showing types, condition classes,
controlling elevations, private land (condition class)and
drainage.

3. Individual stream maps, 8" equal 1 mile, showing improvements
needed and installed, character of cover, temperature and flow
at various points
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APPENDIX

This appendix presents approximate annual inventories

of big game animals on the National Forests in Oregon from 1924-

1935, inclusive. These inventories are not accurate counts but are

only approximate estimates based on field observations made by rep-

resentatives of the U. S. Forest Service. The tables were not ac-

cepted or approved by the Advisory Committee on Wild Life but are

included here by .the Board's research staff since they furnish the

only data available showing growth trends of Oregon big game pop-

ulation.

The following additional data obtained durLng this

study are too voluminous to be included in this report but are on

file in the offices of the State Planning Board. Those additional

data arc:

1. Fish Released by the Game Commission for all
Streams and Lakes in the State 1925-1934.

2. Present Closed Streams. Game Commission.

3. Breakdown of License Sales by Counties 1925-
1934,

4 Releases of Upland Game Birds in Counties by
Species.



BIG GAME INVENTORY (ESTIMATED)

Oregon Forest (National) Region No.6
MULE DEER

United States Forest Service

Forest 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935
Crater W - - . - - - 20 15 10 10 -

Deschutes E 1250 1200 1500 2000 2500 2600 2650 2450 2670 2700 3250 3400

Fremont E 1545 2000 2500 2360 2400 3000 3423 4100 4000 3980 5900 6000

Malheur. E 2350 2300 2570 2050 2300 3200 3350 4700 5000 5000 7000 20000

Mt. Hood W 6 330 25 35 40 50 35 50 75 55 50 100

Ochoco Z 1150 1150 1400 2790 1450 1170 1360 1850 363 5 3565 5590 10000

Rogue River - - - - - - - - 12 50

Siskiyou .W - - - - - - - - - -

SiuslaW , W - - - .. - - - - -

UMatilla E 7485 6650 8850 9850 10860 10900 11275 12200 8795 7950 6000 5600*

Umpqua W - .- -
.

- - - - - -

Wallowa E 3600 4150 4500 3950 5550 6700 8300 10300 10640 11250 12100 10000
Whitman E 5400 6075 7175 9815 11400 .14220 15580 19350 12600 11250 13475 14000**

Willamette 25 45 35 20 35 35 37 37 '40 45 45 50

Total 22811 24110 28555 30870 36535 41875 46030 55252 47465 45805 53422 69200

BLACK TAIL DEER I-,

Crater W 2970
Deschutes E 175

3170
200

3645
100

3885
50

4025 6330

pc) 50
5030

75

7550
190

6050
190

4600
195

.

195

-
t,

200

Fremont E - - - - - - - -

Malheur .t - - - - _- - - -

Mti; Hood. W - 1125 1360 960 995 1625 1805 2500 1890 .2395 2300 2900

Ochoco E 1520 - - - - - . - - - - -

Rogue River - - - - - - - - - 4800
'Siskiyou W 15009 16100 20000 15400 16000) 13300 13500 14004 13900 12300 1:61(1) 10000

Siuslaw Vi 6150
Umatilla E -

5500
-

6450
-

7750
-

.7650 7325
.. -

6950
7020

7845 6100 6100
-

6500
-

Umpqua 11 5500
Wallowa E -

4400
-

4000
-

4250 4250' 4350
-

3200
32!0

3000 2900
-

5000 6500

Whitman E . 25 - - - - - - - -

WillametteW 5000 5000 6790 7740) 6300, 7300 7600 7725 7430 .7250 6000 7500 * **

total . 36315 35520 42345 40035 39280 39280 . 38160 42215
'

40305 35740 35045 38400

Very Serious Winter, 1931-32
Extremely Severe Winter, 1931 -32
1933 Wilamette Includes Cascade and Santiam Rogue River Forest in 1932 aA.1933.



ELK
GrAter 71 4 3 16
Deschutes t - -

Fremont E 6 ,.. -

Malheur E 10 43 47
Mt. Hood W 112 132 130
Ochoco E
Rogue River
Siskiyou W 120 25

25,
Siuslaw W 302 300 372'

Umatilla .E 1485 1620
20351Umpqua 11 . -

Wallowa E 412 566 66 91

Whitman E 731 695 912
WillametteW 265 305 265
Total 3441 3689 4471

aw .10

28 36
45

alb

50 50

130 127

25

380
2895

20

342
2490

870
15 80

275
5785

.

1056
1767
305

6685

/0 60 80 51 52 -

60 71 103 109 111
- - - - -

75 100 160 180 198 220
129 137 125 126 11,3 -

.. - 4 13 20 14
- - - - - 63
30 35 35 42 44 50

279 430 442 390
1 350 300

2995 3100 3185 2785 13080 3000
- - -

,
-

1590 2151 2515 2770 3265 2516
2196 2597 3225 3692 5364 6405
275 275 283 295 330 350

7699 8956 10157 1O4y3 13227 13068

30 50

300
150
10
70

70

250
3300

1800
6800
500**

13300

Crater W
Deschutest
Fremont E
Malheur E
Mt. Hood W
Ochoco E

Rogue River
Siskiyou W
SiuslawW
Umatilla E

Umpqua W
Wallowa E
Whitman E

Willamette 1i_
Toted
*

BLACK AND BROWN BEAR

* *

***
****

558 348
425 400
62 62

105 110
720 350
82 56

975 1050
815 665
524 450
500 650
265 620
571 532

709 650
6102 5943

Rogue River Forest in
Willamette nrest includes
Rogue River Forest in 1932
Whole Forest both states
Whole Forest r both states

320
300
60

110
980
60
lag

1100
500
490
500
575

595
625

6215
1933

340
325

80'
154

1310
56

975
625
670
585
430
640

725
6911

295 290 355
400 200 225
80

140
1520

47

950
570
780
585

385
590

650

6992

50

140
400
49

970
480
700
500
435
635
675

350 405 275 -

380 385 389 470 450
46 45 24 34 26 20

165 190 185 175 170 100
945 945 917 755 755 700
81 87 81 87 80 80
- - - 380 400

1010 1160. 1075 10 50 10 50 900*A*
500 347 295 285 285 250
810 770 600 945 250 250****
430 450 400 375 500 400
390 450 475 490 250 300
690 '657 686 755 800 100
625 625 615 625 - 600

Cascade
and 1933

and Santis=

5564 6272 6457 6143 6240 5016 4550
Note: East Side ilf) forests principally grazing forests

West Side (w) comparatively few domestic stock grazed.



Oregon Forest (National) Region 6

ANNUAL GAME CENSUS

1937
MEE ANIEQZ8-

Game Census
: FaMART =Ms

Forest =Antelope:

: 'Bear Deer :BobcA:
:Mountain:Mountain: & :

Goats : Sheep ar:Co

:Black &: : )31ack-

Brown :Grizzly: tail : tail : Mule : Elk

Deschutes

Fremont

Malheur

Mt. Hood

Ochoco

Rogue River

Siskiyou

Siuslaw

Umatilla

Umpqua

Wallowa

Whitman

Willamette

500

400

20

150

500

30

200

850

70

500

950

250

500

350

500

400

650

lab 3,50

IN

- 2,700

NIB

- 4,500

8,000

- 9,000

4,700

OD 41=

- 8 500

50 6,000

- 10,000

10 23,000

20 100

- 10,000

50

- 5,300

Mo.

- 14,000

- 17,000

50

150

650

150

50

50

100

200

4,700

2

1,500

8,500

650

- -

. -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

- 50

- -

- -

300

300

300

1,500

250

550

1,200

800

300

1,200

500

500

1,300

8

7

10

70

5

20

150

50

10

120

10

10

100

1,500

2,100

3,000

500

2,000

1,500

600

500

3,000

450

3,000

4,500

750

5

'20

-

5

10

-

50

-

-

30

t'

Totals 1,070. 5,750 - 37,550 80 85,500 16,702 50 9,000 570 23,400 120


